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Elliott
trust
donated

SCOPE loses on
Frampton concert
By Rachel Gagne

Norman admitted the ~icket
President of the Student Com- price was high but if tick~ts had
mittee on Popular Entertainment been "$8 apiece -- even at a near
(SCOPE) termed Saturday's · sellout -- we would have taken a
Peter Frampton concert a "big loss."
By Dennis Cauchon
loss." He wanted to avoid the
Norman said the loss will be
The University has received a
word ''massive,'' he said.
taken from SCOPE's budget.
trust worth over $4 million, its
SCOPE lost about $9,000 on the
''Our budget, in excess of
largest ever, announced Interim
concert held .at a half-crowded $21,000, was very small to start
President Jere Chase at SaturSnively Arena, said Steve Nor- out with this year,'' Norman said.
day's Board of Trustee's meeting
man, president of SCOPE.
He explained that the purpose
in Plymouth.
But Margaret Silvers, chair- of "our concerts is not to make
John S. Elliott donated the trust
woman of the Student Activity money -- but it's not to take
to be known as the John S. Elliott
Fee Council, said Sunday night massive losses either."
and Sarah L. Elliott Charitable
that SCOPE suffered a $13,000
Trust.
"From our previous experience
financial loss.
Rlliott. who died in March 1978
at UNH big names have done
Silvers explained that "to meet consistently weu. And at the time
at a~e 85, was the president of the
expenses they needed $30,000 but of our Frampton booking FrampElliott Rose Company, best
they only made $17 ,000."
known for the ethereal glow its
ton was on a major tour." Nor· Silvers said SCOPE might seek man said.
greenhouse on Madbury Road
a loan from the Senate to stay
The decision to book Frampton
radiates.
was made this summer
afloat.
Elliott's association with the
\j
"We had tw9 options for major
SCOPE received $23,308 from
University was a long and
generous one.
~eter Frampton performed at Snively Arena Saturday night. the SAF this year. It is only acts -- The Kinks -- which we
He graduated from the Univer- For a review of the concert, see page 12. (Jonathan Blake allowed to subsidize concerts up made an $11,000 offer for and lost
to an upstate New York school,
to $13,600 for the year.
sity in 1915 and served on the photo)
Therefore, after Saturday's and Frampton, which we bid··
Board of Trustees for eight years
concert SCOPE will have to $20,000for," Norman said.
during the 1930s.
break even on each show.
Norman said the offer was
He received the Alumni
They are a non-profit student made for. Frampton after memMeritorious Service award in
bers of SCOPE had been contacorganization.
1941 and an honorary Doctors of
In effect, students will no ted by telephone during the
Laws degree in 1949.
longer subsidize their own con- summer and the majority agreed
The Elliott Alumni Center, next
onhim."
- certs.
to Snively Arena, was named in
At the time, Norman explained,
Silvers said the loss was due to
his honor in June 1977.
Chase, who was also Elliott's By Kathi Scrizzi
explained. "Most people are over estimation of ticket sales Frampton was pictured on the
Since University students can pretty good about coming back and lack of expert planning.
cover of the Talent and Booking
nephew, told the trustees Elliott
SCOPE sold about 1,500 tickets, Guide for the 1977-78 year.
gave the University more than no longer cash checks at Thomp- -to cover them anyway."
son Hall, local businesses have
money.
If a student bounces a check thP. half of the 3,400 available, at $10 SCOPE, page 7
apiece, Norman said.
"Over several decades, John absorbed the banking servicegave his time, his wisdom, and . and the problem of bounced CHECKS, page 16
his spirit, whic~ have made the checks.
University a stronger and better · Town and Campus owner Jess
academic institution,'' Chase Gangwer said he turned over $500
worth of bad checks to the bank
said.
"The news of the magnitude of one day last week.
Gangwer goes to the bank
the personal fortune he has given
the University is but the final in a every other day, and said the $500
series of magnanimous con- · is an average sum.
summer, but an "exotic part"
"The mcinerator was polluting
·"We're still holding some By Kim Billiitgs
tributions John Elliott has given
Sunday's 12 hour power shut- from California had not been and not meeting environmental
bounced checks from last
his alma mater," Chase said.
down, although delayed, was a made, and had yet to be standards. The new incinerator
The trust is being held by the semester," he said.
had to be installed. It's a source
"We got stuck with $1000 worth complete success, according to delivered.
Old Colony Bank of Boston with
"And we couldn't wait until of power for the campus," he exUNH receiving the interest it of them when school closed for Skip DeVito, Project Coornext summer, as much as we all plained.
dinator.
the summer." Gangwer said.
earns.
It was previously scheduled for would've liked to," DeVito said._
Steve Randall, a cashier at
POWER. oae:e 6
The money will be spent on
what Chase called "those plus Jodi's Party and Beverage Cen- Saturday, but was postponed unfeatures that would make (the ter, said the check situation there til six the next morning, due to
is "a real mess" and predicted rain.
University) great."
"I wish you could've seen what
According to Chase, Elliott that ·it would get worse as the
wanted the money to be spent on semester wore on, since he said we had to do," said DeVito in a .
programs not considered ap:- students have the most money at telephone interview.
"No one besides the ones directpropriate to be funded by the the beginning of a school year.
Both merchants agreed that ly involved can know what an
state.
it really was.,"
The trust will be administered most of the people who bounce accomplishment
he said.
by-a- committee that includes the checks did not do so maliciously.
The electricity was due to come
"I don't think people do it on
UNH president, two trustees, and
back
on at two in the afternoon.
purpose,''
Randall
said.
''A
lot
of
two University administrators kids just don't know how to keep a
At that time, DeVito and his
appointed by the president.
colleagues realized they would
checkbook."
Chase also announced the
"People just have to be a little have to work beyond that
· hiring of a New York based fund- more· careful," Gangwer said. deadline.
raising firm to study a possible "It's a lot of hassle for a few
At three o'clock, a technical
campaign to induce more gifts of foolish mistakes."
problem came up that DeVito
capital similar to Elliotts.
Though Durham Trust also termed a "phasing problem."
The firm, Marts and Lundy, cashes checks for UNH students,
"It wasn't serious," he said,
will report to the University's Of- their problem with bounced but it did delay things until 5: 30. ''
fice of Development by Decem- checks has not increased with the
This made some people nerber.
number of people they service, as vous.
"We were supposed to hear at
TRUST, page 6
it had at the stores.
"The situation really hasn't three if there was a need to
been too bad,'' said an uniden- evacuate students to the Field
tified bank official. "We've had House," said an irate resident
more of a problem with students assistant from Area II, who .
overdrafting on the accounts they wished to remain anonymous.
Campus Calendar. . ...... . . page 5
"It was an eerie feeling," she
Notices.......... . ..... .. . . . page 6
have here."
Editorials, letters.. . ... .. ... page 11
None of the businesses have continued. "The halls were dark-Features.............. pages 12, 13
been losing money because of the I don't understand why this
Classifieds.. , . .. . . .... .... page 15.
wasn't done during the summer."
bounced checks.
Comics.. .. .... . ... . ....... page 16
According to DeVito, the shut- Prepar~tions ar~ made Sunday for the moving of the electrical
"It's happening constantly, and
Sports.... _.... ........ pages 18-20
substations behmd the Service Building. (Jonathan Blake
we stay on top of it," Gangwer down was scheduled for this ~~)
.
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annoy merchants

Electrical substations moved

Power out longer than expected
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----News briefs-----· They prepare for Seabrook
Acacia dorni
The new dormitory formed from Acacia fraternity should be
occupied by the end of the week, according to Carol Bischoff,
Director of Residential Life.
"We're in the process of signing the lease," Bischoff said.
The signature of a national Acacia representative is needed
before 44 freshmen women are moved from buildups into the
dorm.
The terms of the lease require UNH to pay the operating expenses of the building, such as· mortgage payments and taxes,
Bischoff said.
Acacia will charge the university no rent and has paid for
$50,000 worth of renovations.

Facility Road
A large amount of time and money was put into constructiom
work on-Faculty Road this past summer.
As a result of this effort, the road now has a shared biking and.
parking alley, said Cicelv Buckley of Citizens for· Alternative
Transpostation.
This addition reflects a compromise made between residents of
the road and local bikers, Buckley said.

Tuckernian 's Ravine
In a cooperative project between the University Geology
Department and the U.S. Forest Service, two UNH students
studied the geology of Tuckerman's Ravine,Mt. Washington, New
Hampshire.
~ La~on, a graduate student in geology, obtained a Central
Umvers1ty Research Fund (CURF) grant to study mass wasting
or material movement, through' Tuckerman's Ravine.
'
The field work was carried out by Larson and research
assistant Jim Sevigny.
.
·
Sevigny is an undergraduate geology major. The two researc~ers spent the summer in a cabin provided by the Forest Service.
Larson's thesis proposes a model describing material
movement through the ravine.
During the summer the researchers collected data on rock
!!lO~ement, sediment flow, and glacial remains. All of the data collecting equipment as weu as food and water
was carried up to the cabin .by the researchers.
· Larson built a quadropod to take pictures of lines in the rock
that are remnants of a glacier that receded about 6,000 years ago.
A quadropod is a four-legged structure used to support cameras
in photographing the lines.
Among the findings were the specific slopes of the ravine.
These slopes were transferred to a map showing poteptially
hazardous areas.
.
_ The map will become part of the Forest Service's information
for hikers and skiers.
Larson will return next summer to see how much movemerit
has occured in a year and complete his study of the ravine.

Student senate
Stitdenf senators Sunday night passed a bill introduced by
Greg Borden to form a parking committee.
The committee will study the problem of limited student
parking space at the University.
They will focus on the effect of theloss of Lot B spaces which is
the proposed site of a new fire station.
'

Blood Drive
The Red Cross Blood Drive continues today in the MUB.
"Love At First Pint" will continue through Thursday from 10 to
3eachday.
The local officials stress the need for an exceptionally good turnout, said Jarry Stearns, Durham Blood Chairwoman.
All types are needed and types with the negative Rh factor and
0 positive have been in demand since July, Stearns said.

The W·e ather
Today will be mostly sunny with high temperatures in the 60s,
according to the National Weather Service in Concord.
Tonight will be partly cloudy with lows in the 40s. Tomorrow
will be variably cloudy with temperatures in the low 70s.
Winds will be light and variable, blowing at 5-15 miles per hour.
There is a ten percent chance of rain tomorrow.
The extended forecast predicts fair weather on Thursday and
Friday.

By Marie Svenevik
Tension radiated through the
air like the rays of the sun which
played hide and seek in the
clouds.
Twenty UNH students sat on
the rocky ground.
Two ,large tepees were set up
beyond the fragrant spruce trees
which surrounded them.
They were at a non-violence
"pow-wow," a training session to
plan their involvement in the October 6th occupation of Seabrook.
The affinity group is in support
of the direct action against the
nuclear power plant.
The occupation is unlike past
rallies and other forms of civil
disobedience, which were successful only in mass arrests and
media coverage.
''Direct action,'' according to
our non-violence trainer Greg
Bruss, ''is our last chance to stop
nuclear
power
without
recognizing the legitimacy of
state functions.
''The government and the NRC
(Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission)' can not be trusted. We
must shut them down ourselves,''
Bruss said.
The occupation of the plant site
is being planned by the Coalition
for Direct Action at Seabrook, a
conglomerate of Clamshell locals
and over fifty groups around the
country.
The Portsmouth-based Clamshell alliance is endorsing, but
still trying to stop, the direct action.
Some are speculating that the
Alliance fears losing its prestige
since it was not involved in the
initial planning of the occupation.
The Coalition has met locally
and regionally to discuss
preparation,
support,
and
logistics of the occupation.
October, 6th's direct action is
modeled after European nuclear
site occupations; according to the
"Direct Action at Seabrook"
handbook.
In Whyl, West Germany, 1975,

28,000 people overwhelmed the began during the Spanish Civil
police and constructed a village War when Spanish anarchists
complete with water wells, gar- · formed "Grupos des Afinidads,"
dens, -social centers, and opposed to Franco's fascist state.
Although American affinity
educational structures.
The site was occupied for more groups .are confronted with difthan a year and the plant was ferent social problems, the comnever built.
munal framework and intentions
The Coalition is uncertain how are similar.
long the Seabrook site will be ocAffinity groups act as a base of
cupied.
power to insure peace, mainThey are prepared to stay as tenance of strength, and proteclong as ''it takes to shut down tion.
The group is self-sufficient and
Seabrook," said Jim Lauginiger,
responsible to provide transpororganizer in the Coalition.
In order to achieve a cohesive, tation, food, water, tools,
peaceful action, the Coalition shelters, and medical aid.
requires the occupants to join affinity groups.
'fhe concept of the groups SEABROOK, ·page 17

VPs attempt to
mend differences
By Bill Knowles
Administrators in the Academic Affairs and Student Affairs
Offices are making efforts to mend
a breach in communications
between their departments.
The differences were brought
forth in a major report by a task
force for the University this year.
Richard
Stevens,
vicepresident for student affairs and
Gordon Haaland, newly appointed vice-president for academic
affairs have met to discuss
various methods to improve
communications between their
two offices.
The two are working together
on a study which will investigate
why the University attrition rate
is higher than other colleges.
Exact figures on the rate of attrition at UNH were not available.
Stevens and Haaland are also
discussing the possibility of
developing a new course · for
freshmen. to help them become

·acquainted with -University life,
preventing many unneeded dropouts from occurring.
Both Haaland and Stevens feel
that the communication problem
between their two departments is
beginning to be solved. and both
envision greater coordination
between their respective offices
in the future.
The April report, issued by the
University Planning and Resources Committee, was the seventh
study on, or concerning, student
affairs at UNH in the last six
years.
When asked whether this constituted harassment from
academic affairs, Stevens agreed
that "Certainly student affairs
has been looked at rather
strongly.''
"I feel that part of this problem
is due to the fact that when new
administrators are hired, they often want to look into something
that, unknown to them, has
already been looked into many
times before,'' said Stevens.

Stricter hike rules enforced
By Laura Meade
Durham bicyclers and - walkers better watch out.
The UNH and Durham police
departments are cracking down
on offenders of bicycle and
pedestrian laws, according to
UNH Police Chief Ronald
McGowen.
"The number of bicycles,
pedestrians and motorists on
campus is at its peak," McGowen
said, "and we'd decided during
the summer to provide greater
safety for the community."
People breaking bike and
pedestrian laws will first get a
verbal warning, then a written
warning and in serious cases a
court summons, said McGowen.
People guilty of breaking the
laws may have to go to court. If
convicted, a person may be sentenced to probation, conditional
or unconditional discharge, or a
fine not to exc~ed $200, said

McGowen.
Some laws that will be enforced
are:
-A person riding a bicycle must
regard the safety of other persons
and vehicles and at all times
yield the right-of way to
pedestrians.
-A per~on riding a bicycle must
follow traffic laws and signs
designed for motor vehicles.
Several people, including UNH
students, have received written
warnings, McGowen said. A few
have received summonses.
·
"It's a matter of good common
sense--common courtesy and
respect for the rights of
bicyclists, pedestrians and motor
vehicles," McGowen said. "We
all have a responsibility to do our
part to make the University
safer."
-A person can't ride a bicycle
one hour after sunset to one hour
before sunrise unless the bicycle

Bike paths delayed
By Maureen Sullivan
.
$4,000.
- Much needed bike paths in the
Although this sum is matched
Durham area will be delayed for by 75 percent state funding it will
another year, according to Cicely only allow for the reconstruction
Buckley of Citizens for Alter- of one mile of roadway, Buckley
native Transportation.
said.
The paths, scheduled to be adThe spots needing the most
ded to local roads this past sum- work according to Buckley, are
mer, are delayed because of lack Mill Road, Mill Pond Road and
of time and money, Buckley said. Madbury Road.
An unanticipated amount of
Next summer, sewer work
time was put into the construc- planned for Mill Road will intion still underway on Faculty clude the addition of bike paths,
Road, Buckley said.
Buckley said.
Over the past three years,
This path provision is the result
there has been a concerted effort of a bill proposed by Joanne
to funds for the paths.
Schrieber CD-Madbury). The bill
Bike-a"-thons, run in conjunc- mandates the installation of
tion by the League of Women bicycle paths in the renovation or
Voters, Citizens for Alternative construction of all roads in New
Transportation and University
bicycling classes, have grossed PATHS, page 4

has a front light casting a white
beam of light for not less than 300
feet. It must also have a red light
or red reflector visible not less
t!l~.1}_ ~ feet from the rear of the
bicycle.
A bicycle must have working
brakes, tires and chain.
People riding a bicycle must
ride single file in a straight line
as close to the right-hand curb as
possible, or use bicycle lanes or
paths where they are furnished.
-Before turning or changing the
direction of a bicycle, the rider
must give hand signals to indicate the direction he is going
-A bicyclist can't be attached to
any moving vehicle.
-A bicycle can only carry one
person.
-Bike riders shouldn't _engage in
fancy or trick riding. Full control
of the bicycle must be maintained
at all times, including keeping
both hands on the handlebar, excepting when signaling a turn.
-It is unlawful to ride a bicycle
on any sidewalks in Durham (the
UNH campus is under the rules
and regulations of the town).
-Every bicycle must be
registered. UNH faculty, staff
and students may register their
bicycles at the Traffic Control
Bureau in the Service Building
and town residents, at the
Durham Police Department.
-No pedestrian will suddenly
leave a curb and walk or run into
the path of a vehicle which is so
close that it is impossible for the
driver to yield.
-Every -pedestrian crossing a
road at any point other than a
crosswalk or at an unmarked
.crosswalk at an intersection will
yield to all vehicles.

-Where sidewalks are provided,
it is unlawful for pedestrians to
walk on the roadway. In an area
without sidewalks, people may
walk only to the left with
shoulders facing traffic.
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presid~nts

talk

Acacia's closing
has little. effect
Among ·the "behavioral difBy Tom Lynch
was an alleged rape.
The closing of Acacia frater- ficulties"
Jeffrey Spill of Phi Mu Delta
nity has had little effect on the said
University's action is
rest of the fraternity system at part ofthe
a larger plot.
UNH, according to several house
"The University has a negative
presidents.
toward fraternal living.
Most of the presidents feel the attitude
everything, not to exdoing
It's
Greek image has not suffered tinguish, but
to make it like dorm
greatly because of the closing.
Spill said.
"I don't think it's affected the life,"
of the presidents contacfraternity image," said Robert tedMost
the individual houses
said
Roy, president of Alpha Gamma
special
no
taken
Rho. "I think most people view have
precautions to prevent a
Acacia as a select case.''
of problems such as
"It hasn't hurt ·the image any," recurrence
"the houses have
but
Acacia's,
said Sigma Alpha Epsilon measures to police
themselves,"
president Toby Clarke. ''I think
to Alpha Tau Omega's
most students are aware of what according
Michael Iacopino. "We have our
went on there.
disciplinary actions which own
,;f~if'., '.f ,: ,:
"It depends on the people in the we can
take."
fraternity, not the fraternity
.
:_:}
Increased self-policing is unare
people
think
I
system.
..
,-:
;..
..
.'
;·,
r
the presidents feel,
enough to understand necessary,
Workers do their bit to help move the electrical substations behind the Service Building. For mature
Acacia problem was
the
because
·
that," Clarke said.
·
story see page 1. (Jonathan Blake photo)
isolated incident.
Acacia was closed in June an"Things
at Acacia were more
when its charter was suspended of a symptom
than a dise_ase,"
by the national organization.
Iacopino.
said
The University reccommended
"It's important people know
lhe move on the basis of that what happened at Acacia
personal
of
financial
lack
difficulties,
Russians'
behavioral
Martin.
By Susan Murray
was not just one incident. They
· "A lot of it is a painful ex- freedom were recurrent themes problems and non-compliance had had problems before,"
For a growing number of UNH
with town safety codes, accor- Clarke said. ·
students Russia is becoming perience. You go to learn about in the students' comments.
"You learn to appreciate being ding to a June 14 letter from J.
more than a fairy tale land of yourself and the people you
"I think it (the closing) was
Gregg Sanborn, director of fair in terms of what happened,"
dancing circus bears and op- meet,'' Andrews said.
10
page
RUSSIA,
Homesickness and shock at the
student activities.
pressed peasants.
/
Clarke said.
In programs offered through
While some of the presidents
the University Russian departsaid they noticed fewer men at
ment, students are able to travel
last week's first open rush, they
to Russia during January break
the decline was due more to
said
ds, contain bottles of "mostly open doorway- that leads iitto a the new drinking age than
or summer vacation and learn By Kathi Scrizzi
hazardous organic solvents" that are "labyrinth hall."
of
Disposal
about it first-hand.
reprecussions from Acacia.
Dotchin said the complicated
"It's like another world. It's a chemicals used by students and packed in vermiculite to prevent
"We didn't have as good a
the
keep
to
built
was
entrance
totally different culture, life- researchers in experimentation breakage.
rush," Iacopino said, "but I think
Vermiculite when mixed .with rain out. He said an anchor chain- that was. because of the Interenvironmental
. pose
style,'' said Gail Clark, a student don't
in the English Masters Program problems for the area, according dirt is often used for planting. . link fence,helps keep people from Fraternity Councils policy on
'
"We use glass bottles so that the area.
and veteran of the January 1977 to UNH Coordinator of Researh
beer.''
there is no danger of leakage,''
Safety William Dotchin.
trip.
The IFC decided earlier to
Hazardous chemicals are used prohibit the serving of beer at
The chemicals are stored in 55 Dotchin explained. "If we used
"Just walking outside is an adventure," Clark said. "They gallon steel drums, Dotchin said, plastic, some of the chemicals in classrooms and laboratories open rush.
in a concrete "chemical holding might eat through the container, through a "fume hood" -a sealed
really kept us busy.''
' The majority of the presidents
box which is only accessible felt
The January trip is three weeks area'' behind the chicken barns or seep out of it.''
the University was witruti ifs
The steel drums are made air- through gloves attached to the bounds to call for Acacia's
of travelling to various Russian on the University campus. Later,
cities and is open to anyone with they are trucked to the Interex tight by sealing them with a .rub- box.
suspension, and that the national
The used chemicals are poured organization acted appropriately
plant in Natick, Massachusetts, ber gasket, he said. The drums
an interest in Russian culture.
in
contained
are also pressure-tested before into storage bottles
The summer trip lasts six. for processing.
by suspending the charter. ·
Interex has acted as mid- they are moved into a holding the fume hoods, and the bottles
weeks and involves four weeks of
"I think the -·Universit;y ·has
are gasketed before they are given
intensive Russian language dleman for the University for area on dollies.
them the chance,' said
two
are
there
Dotchin,
Besides
packed.
drums
20-25
hauling
years,
four
study.
Roy. "If they've got their act
that
materials
said
Dotchin
instrument technicians involved
The students seemed taken twice a year, Dotchin said.
cleaned up, they'll let them back
The chemicals are sorted at the with the chemical disposal. The have been designated as "car- on campus.''
with the romanticism of Russian
Massachusetts plant and sent to two men pack the drums in cinogenic" (cancer causing) by
cities.
''Short of letting Acacia stay,
Mary Sturrock, a senior the Cannons Engineering Cor- designated sections of Kendall the Occupation Safety and Health tlley've been given every chance
similarly
packed
Act (OSHA) are
Spanish major, said the best poration in New Jersey for in- and Parsons Halls.
to come back," said Iacopino.
The holding area is a 10' by 30' _ in 5 gallon drums and stored in
thing was "skating in Moscow at cineration and recycling.
The suspension of the fraterThe drums, which Dotchin said building that has no windows and the holding area, before transfer nity's charter will last at least a
night."
plant.
Interex
the
to
an
through
entered
be
only
can
She described the friendliness could weigh from 200 to 500 pounyear, according to a spokesman
of the skaters in the public park
for the national orgaruzauon.
and the way the Russian children
would skate circles around the
American students.
Ella Thomas was in Moscow
this January when temperatures
dropped below 40 degrees Centigrade, but her most outstanding
By Tim Tear
by the numbers.
memories are not of the cold.
run college where, as Mills "caught up in the cross currents
It's fall; a change of season, a
A junior at UNH majoring in
"At UNH, no matter how much. describes, "what is stressed is an of politics."
change of life.
Russian, Thomas said, "I liked
Mills himself had said in a
you did it, there were thousands extensive community in a small
But for Eugene Mills, spring is that you weren't reaching. And school.
standing in Red Square with they
previous interview that he had
in the air.
changed the guard at 11 o'clock
As Keesey put it, at UNH, being held his tongue many tirnes when
that does affect you.
with the snow falling ·and St.
Our former president is now
"That is not to take anything a public, state run institution, he wanted to_spe~k out otherwise.
busy in the building of a new life.
Basil's in the background looking
away from the UNH students, I there is a great tendency to get GENE MILLS, page 15
The breezes no longer bring love them all."
like a gingerbread house.''
"For me it was more awesome,
that old familiar New England
At Whittier, the smaller numthose guys goose-stepping and chill, but new and fervent gusts bers allow him a greater chance
blackbirds flying around,'' added from warm and friendly seas.
to have a personal influence on
"I'm really riding high," bub- the community, rather than strictSturrock.
Cindy Martin, a Russian and bles Dr. Mills, "and I haven't ly political and academic
comPolitical Science major has gone seen a mosquito for weeks!
interpersonal
"The
"I haven't had time to be at the munication is very satisfying,"
on both a January tour and has
participated in the six week beach, but have been travelling he said. ·
study-program in Leningrad.
about a fair amount.
"With 1,200 people you often see
·
The White Nights, the time in
"I have been to the mountains the same people more.
"I am absolutely in contact with
J une when the nights are never twice, and they were beautiful.
darker than dusk are what Mar- We were up about 6,500 feet with the students. They are very
tin described as the most exciting the roaring streams in the St. responsive, and that's what's
Bernadina mountains,'' he said.
time.
nice, walking about, talking to
"Everybody dances in the
Mills talks of hard work. "But students ...''
streets. It's a big festival time," I'm really having fun. We had a
Assistant to the President
faculty retreat at Palm Springs Robert Keesey sees Mills' move
she said.
"I think the most beautiful and an overnight retreat in the as
his
for
"wonderful
thing in Leningrad is when all the mountains."
professional career. He was at
· It seems that Eugene Mills has the peak of his tenure; he had a
bridges open on the river to let
the boats through during White made the right decision and plans thoroughly positive stay.
to no longer settle down for a long
Nights,'' Martin said.
"It is the rounding out of a very
But all of the impressions winter's nap.
positive career,'' Keesey said.
Mills, who tried very hard to
aren't romantic.
The differences between the
f ·ormer UNH President Eugene Mills is adjusting to life as
in reach out to the students at UNH, two institutions are major.
was
Andrews
Mary
Leningrad this summer with always felt_a little overwhelmed
Whittier is a small, privately president of Whittier College in California. (Jonathan Blake
·
photo)

· ·,~!iltr;· · ·(· · · · · ·\. ,:...
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Students study

•

ID

Russia

Chemicals not harmful to area

Ex-president assumes Whittier post

Gene Mills adjusts to CaUfornia life
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LA DIE S

Fran klin Thea tre
announces

Why join a sorority
when you can join
a frater nity??
Leave your mark at U .N .H. !
check out the
KAPP A SIGMA STARDUSTERS
Wedn esday , Oct. 3
·Ham Smith rm.14 0
7:30 p.m.

Wedn esday Is
Dolla r Nite At
The Movies! !
Starting Oct. 10th
and every following
Wednesday through December
~
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PRO FES SION AL WOM EN'S FRA TER NIT Y

Wed, Sept. 26, 7:30 PM

:

All Interested WSB E Majors Welc ome!

*

~
*

*
~
*
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WSB E306

:

!*

*:*
*
f***************************************. **************************'*
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Questions·? Call Rose 868-1349, Wendy868-5843

continued from page 2
Hampshire:
.
Citizens for Alternative Transportation are not alone in their
battle for bike safety in Durham,
however.
The League of Women Voters
Energy group is scheduled to
release a study soon on traffic
flow in the area.
Also involved in the study is
Dawn Flynt, assistant to the
planning board. The study is not
only on bike safety, but also the
safety needs of pedestrians.
Included on next summer' s
agenda will be the widening of
Route 4, which includes extensive
and expensiv e bridge work,
Buckely said.
With funding rather tight, Mrs.
Buckley said, "We need more
imaginative thinking in order to
cut down on costs."
Presently in the state, a shared
breakdown lane serves the needs
of bikers.
Mrs. Buckley noted that it is
less expensive to paint stripes on
the roads than to construct separate travelling lanes.
But both methods are being
considered for Durham roadway8.
Four-foot lanes are currently in
use on the Newmark et Road leading int9 Durham.
The principle concern of
Citizens for Alternative Transportation is not just bike safety.
Mrs. Buckley points out that
safe bike paths are also adaptable to croSSi!ountry skiers.
joggers and pedestrians.
The price of obtaining these
paths is . high, but Buckley and
her group hope that by reminding
the state of it's responsibility to
the need, their goal will be acc~mplished by next year.

THE TOP ROCK LPs AT THE ROCK BOTTOM PRICE S
For the first time, available only by mail with our exclusive 15 day defective
exchange policy, every LP & tape listed below is now on sale. Take advantag e and
order now. It's easy-just check the box near the LP or tape you want, fill out the
name and address section of this cupon and mail the ENTIRE cupon to:

Pl KAP PA ALP HA

OP EN RU SH

RICHMA N POORM AN MUSIC

966 Main Street
Benningto~, VT 05201
Enclose a check or money order. For each tape ordered ADD 25¢. Add sot for the
first two LPs or tapes for postage & handling, 1st for each additional LP or tape.
Please note: MINIMUM ORDER 2 LPs or tapes. Vermont & New York residents
add sales tax.

All Men Invi ted

NAME______________________________________________________
ADDR
ESS·
---CITY
__
---_ _ _~----_ _ _---_ _ _ ---____
___
_ __,_T
ATE
Total Order~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Amoun t·------ "'------ -------- -------- -------- -------- ------Postage
& Hand. _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ ___
Sales Tax (VT,N.Y.) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TOTAL_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tue sda y and Thu rsd ay

~

TITLE/ Artist/$
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25

26
'rT
28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
4.1
44

THE KNACK/The Knack/$5.49
BREAKFAST IN AMERICA/Supertramp/$5.49
CANDY-0/The Cars/$5.99
I AM/Earth, Wind & Fire/$5.99
MILLION MILE REFLJi:CTION/C. Daniels/$5.99
DISCOVERY /EL0/$5.99
RISQUE/Chic/$5.99
RUST NEVER SLEEPS/Niel Youn&/'5.99
MJDNIGHT MAGIC/Commodoree/$5.18
IN THROUGH THE OUT DOOR/Led 1.eppelin/$5.99
LOW BUDGET /The Kinks/$5.49
REALITY WHAT A CONCEPT /Robin Williams/$5.99
RICKIE LEE JONES/$5.49
FIRST UNDER THE WIRE/Little River Band/$5.99
THE BOSS/Diana Ross/$5.49
DIONNE/Dion ne Warwich/$5.49
VOULEZ·VOUS/ ABBA/$.549
STREET LIFE/Crusader s/$5.49
THE MAIN EVENT/Soundtrack/$5.99
OFF THE WALL/Michael Jackson/$5.99
THE CARS/$5.49
TEDDY /Teddy Pendergrass/$5 .99
CHEAP TRICK AT BUDUKA~$5 . 99
SECRETS/Rob ert Palmer/$5.99
MORNING DANCE/Spyro Gyra/$5.49
MINNIE/Minn ie Ripperton/$5.49
DISCO NIGHT/CQ/$5.49
CHICAGO 13/Chicago/$5.99
BACK TO THE EGG/Wings/$5.99
STAY FREE/Ashford & Simpson/$5.99
GO FOR WHAT YOU KNOW /Pat Travers/$5.49
DESOLATION ANGELS/ BadCompany/ 5.49
NINE LIVES/REO Speedwagon/$5 .99
LABOR OF LUST /Nick Lowe/$5.49
MINGUS/ Joni Mitchell/$5.99
DEVOTION/ LTD/$5.49
HIGHWAY TO HELL/ AC/Dc/$5.49
COMMINUQUE/Dire Straits/$5.99
SWITCH Il/Switch/$5.49
CHILDREN OF THE SUN/ Billy Thorpe/ $5.49
LUCKY SEVEN/Bob James/$5.49
FEAR OF MUSIC/Talking Heads/$5.49
DYNASTY /Ki'iS/$5 .49
THE GAMBLER/Ke nnyRodgers1~. 4r

45, Van Halen 11/$5.49
46 MINUTE BY MINUTE/The Doobie Bros./$5.99
47 FICKLE HEART /Sniff n' The Tears/$5.49
48 IN THE PUREST FORM/Mass Production/ $5.49
49 LEAD ME ON/Maxine Nightingale/$5.49
50 EVOLUTION/ Journey /$5 .99
51 SLOW TRAIN COMING/Bob Dylan/$5.!!9
52 THE JUKES/Souths ide Johnny /$5.49
53 STRANGE MAN, CHANGED MAN/Brahm Chaikovsky/$5.49
54 NILS/Nils Lofgren/$5.49
55 UNDERDOG/ ARS/$5.49
56 JUST A GAME/TRIUM PH/ $5.441
57 PARALLEL LINES/Blondie /$4.99
58 BORN TO BE ALIVE/ P . Hernandez/$5.49
59 SPIRITS HAVING FLOWN/BeeGees/$5.99
60 LOOK SHARP I Joe Jackson/$5.49
61 BOP TILL YOU DROP/Ry Cooder/ $5.49
62 VAN HALEN/$5.49
63 MIRRORS/Blu e Oyster Cult/ $5.49
64 THE RECORDS/ $5.49
65 FUTURE NOW / Pleasure/$5.49
66 PLEASURE AND PAIN/Dr'. Hook/$5.49
67 REPEAT WHEN NECESSARY / Dave Edmunds/$5 .49
68 DO IT ALL/ Michael Henderson/$5.4 9
69 PIECES OF EIGHT /Styx/$5.49
70 NIGHT OWL/Gerry Rafferty/$5.49
71 LEGEND/Poco /$5.49
72 ANOTHER TASTE / Taste ofHoney / $5.99
73 LOVE DRIVE /Scorpion/$5.49
74 STATE OF SHOCK/ Ted Nugent/$5.99
75 ROCK ON/ Raydio/$5.99
76 B-52's/S5.49
77 MONOLITH/K ansas/ $5.99
78 HEARTBREAK / Curtis Mayfield/ $5.49
79 SONGS OF LOVE/ Anita Ward/ $5.49
80 Rachel Sweet/$5.49
81 KID BLUE/ Louise Goffin/$5.49
82 DO YOU WANNA GO PARTY / K.C. & Band/ $5.49
83 WHEN LOVE COMES CALLING/ Deniece Williams/ $5.49
84 RUNNING LIKE THE WIND/ Marshall Tucker/ $5.49
85 DARK SIDE OF THE MOON/Pink F-toyd/ $5.49
86 SOME GIRLS/ Rolling Stones/ $5.49
87 FIRST AND LAST/ Lynyrd Skynyrd/ $5.49
88 ELDORADO/E L0/ $5.99

8:00 -10 :00 PM

TTK A

5 Stra ffor d Ave .
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MIRROR-PERFECT COPIES·
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plus
The New 3M Secretary II Copier
Th~ Secretar~ II Copier does lots of things-It makes high quality copies--eveii oii
your letterhead. It makes two-sided copies,
copies on labels color & ledger stock;
full-size copies of computer print-outs,
copies from books & magazines &
transparencies for overhead projection
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WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: Bowdoin, Memorial Field,
3 :3op.m .

¥

WEDNESDAY, September 26

~:
~~

BEN THOMPSON FIELD DAY: An opportunity for
Thompson School students to get together and enjoy a day
of varied activities. Auction begins at noon in Barton Hall.
Softball, volleyball, and tug-o-war will continue ·

~
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throughout the afternoon on Madbury Field.
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New Pres~riptions Filled

·current p reSCrlp
· t•lOnS DUpl"lCa t ed , ,.

Frames Replaced or Repaired
Large Selection of Modern Prescription And
Fashion Tints
Wide Assortment of Designer Line Frames
Sa fe t YE yewear F Or La bS, .p rescr1pbon
• • And
Non-Prescription
Best Selection of Frames, Complete Range of
Metal, Plastic, And The Newest Frame Material Optu_J.
VJThree Certified Opticians
Master Charge And Bank Americard Welcome
Take the UNH Kari-Van (route A) to Janetos.Mall
we're just up the street on
BROADWA y across from the Fite Station.
OR
UseourAmpleParkingBehindDoverDrug

WHITEHOUSE omclANS, INC.·,~

....

•

··

Dover ()rug Building

T

a Broedwtly

Dower. N.H.

OPEN LECTURE ON HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER IN
N.H.: Fred Manasse will discuss hydro-electric power in the
backyard and the small community, as well as the future of
hydro-electric power in N.H. Forum Room, Library, 12:30
p.m. Sponsored by UPSET -- Union Personnell for Safe
Energy Technology.
MEN'S TENNIS: Massachusetts, Field House courts, 3 p.i:n.
MEN'S SOCCER: Gordon, Lewis Field, 3 p.m.
MATH AND COMPUTER SCIENCE- DEPARTMENT-ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SERIES: "Negotiations Accruing Knowledge About Application Domains," Professor
James L. Weiner, Computer Science. Kingsbury Hall, Room
319, from 4-5 p.m.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "Trend Surface
Analysis--Some Geologic Possibilities" Part II, by Dr. James
Cerny, Adjunct Professor of Geology. James Hall, Room
303, from 4-5 p.m.
UNH W~TE~S SERIES .REA~ING: F~a~~ring James Tate,
poet. His maJor collections include Viper Jazz" (197(>),

¥
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DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Love at First
Pint." Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10 a:m.-3 ·
p.m. Continues through Thursday, September 27
ORGANIC SEMINAR: The Use of ~ Relaxation Regents
in Structure Determination," Professor John Uebel, Chemistry Department. Iddles, Room L-1, Parsons Hall, from 1~
a.m.-noon.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Two films: "The
Odyssey: The Structure," and "The Odyssey: The Central
Themes." James Hall, Room 303, froqi 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
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Courageous people to work for no pay. Frequently the hours and
conditions are inconvenient or difficult. Occasionally even dangerous. No reward, beyond the gratitude of the people you help.
Apply at your local Red Cross Chapter.

...w ...•.•
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WANTED•

. LOEB
continued from page 12
newspaper doesn't tell the truth
to its readers, then it is not
keeping faith with its readers."
In his mind. Loeb tells readers
the truth. But it is such a
paranoid, jaundiced and extreme ·
truth the reader either is brainwa~hed by Loeb or chuckles and
tosses the Union Leader into the
trash.
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"T~e

Ha~Ha" ~1970)

and "The
Lostaward.
Pilot" (1966),
whichOblivion
won the Yale Senes of Younger
Poets
Forum
Room; Library, 8 p.m.
FACULTY RECITAL: Henry Wing, tenor, with Ruth Ed-

wards,piano.JohnsonTheater,PaulCreativ~ArtsCenter,

* 8p.m.
'
..
*~ THURSDAY, September 27
AIP SEMINAR: "Actinide Organometallic Chemistry,"
** Mike
Gatter, Chemistry Department. lddles Room L-103,
~ Parsons Hall, from 11 a.m.-12 noon .
* FACULTY FORUM:. "The Role of Scientific Research at
UNH." Vice President Gordon Haaland will discuss his
**~ Open
philosophy regarding the role of scientific research at UNH.
discussion to follow presentation. Forum Room,
**· Library,
12:30-2 p.m. Everyone invited. Sponsored by
Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research Society.
t WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL:-- Providence, Lundholm
Field House, 6:30 p.m.
;* ·· Gymnasium,
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Julia," starring Jane Fonda, Vanessa
** Redgrave,
l:ial Holbrook, and Jason Robards. Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or
; Muso Film Pass.

**

MUB PUB: Rick Bean with disco, 8 p.m. Open to all; $.SO
cover charge.

:

~

FRIDAY, september2a

* PARENTS WEEKEND BEGINS: An opportunity for parents,
: to visit campus and enjoy a weekend of varied activities.
* Special events will continue throughout the weekend.
; ·WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: Boston University, Memorial
* ~~~4~~ ~;RIES--THE REFLECTION OF THE OCEAN
~ IN OUR LIVES: First lecture of series: "Where the Land
* Meets the Sea," a discussion of the environments which
: constitute New Hampshire's coastal area.
* Iddles
:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~**
*** l
1'~riday
** ! ~Iii .-\dvt•r!i~c>rs..rt>sp~msible _f1~r ty~graphicalor ot~er,errors,
a
** !'
~

Th(.• New llampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly - '
throu;,\hout lhl' academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the
~kmorial Cnion Building. UNH, Durham. N .H. 03824. Eusiness office ·hours: 1
Tm·•;day ;ind Thursday 1to3 p.m., Wednesday and
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. I :
Acadcrnie >"'P<ir subscription: $9.00. Third class postage paid at Durham ~...
i :-\ .ll o:m2-t ..
should check their ads the first day. Thl\New Hamp· ,
I·
re will rn no case be
but will .,,
rqiflnt that part ol <ill adn•rt1sement m w.hich typograph1caJ error appears. ~
il nolilied immediately . POS'l':\lilST~:H: smd_-address changes to The New
~!o.111qhl~in-. Hoom I!'· .\ll'J~. ~--'II:' Durhan~.· '.IL 0::8:.!-I. 11 ,000 copies per
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"-,.-- -------notices--;;;_ __------1 Power
GENERAL
shutdown
of the Central University Research Fwid for Projects is
to stimulate individual research or scholarly activity by
the University's teaching faculty. For information or
assistance in developing a proposal, please contact Jack
Lockwood or Bea Day in the Research Office.

LECTURE/DISCUSSIONS ON CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN THEATER: Discussions to be led by UNH
Theater faculty. Wednesdays, October 3-November 7,
Paul ·e reative Arts Center, Room 212, from 1-2 p.m.
CAREER
Open to all students.
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Meets Wednesdays in
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT INFORSchofield House at 7 p.m.
MATION will be available to students by staff counSQUARE DANCE: The St. Thomas More Student Counselors on Thursday, September 27. MUB balcony, from
.ell will sponsor a S<l1:Ull'e dance on Friday, October 5 in the
l-4p.m.
St. Thomas More Activities Center (Madbury Road) at 8
p.m. Entertainment will be provided by the Last Chance
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
String Band; refreshments will be served. You don't
have to know how to dance to attend! Admission $2.
ATTENTION SKIERS! NHOC organizational meeting
Open to all.
will be held on Thursday, Septemtier 27, in the Grafton
LE CAFE FRANCAIS meets Wednesday afternoon
Room of the Memorial Union, at 7 p.m. This meeting is
from 3-4 p.m. in 101 Murkland Hall and is open to all
to plan both Alpine and X-Country trips this winter. Be
French-speaking persons in the University community.
there!
Each week a different theme is featured. This week's
OLD TIME MUSIC CLUB: Beginning September 20, the
topic is "Chardin." Come share our company and our inOld Time Music Club will meet weekly on Thursdays in
terest in French. Refreshments served.
the Carroll-Belknap Room of the Memorial Union, from
ITALIAN COFFEE HOUR: An Italian coffee hour
7 p.m.-midnight. People are encouraged to come and
.
featuring games like Italian Scrabble, Monopoly, slide
play, or just to listen.
shows, etc. will take place Thursdays from 3-4 p.m. in
ADOPTED GRANDPARENT PROGRAM: Organi~:
Murklana 102. Come pr~ctice your linguistic and game · tfonal meeting, Wednesday, September 26, Belknap
skills!
Room, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m. Anyone interested in working with and learning more about the
ACADEMIC
elderly through one-to-one relationships is invited to attend. If you are continuing with the program from last
FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: Batch
year, it is important that you attend or call 862-1720.
Control Streams. Course meets Friday, September 28, in
UNH JUGGLING CLUB: Organizational meeting,
Kingsbury M327, fi:om 9-11 a.m. For registration, stop
Wednesday, September 26, Belknap Room, Memorial
by Kingsbury Mlll, or call 862-2323 at least one day in
Union, 8: 15-11 p.m. Anyone who can juggle or would like
advance.
to learn should stop in.
CURF FACULTY RESEARCH PROJECTS: The deadRACQUETBALL CLUB MEETING: Tuesday, Septemline for submission of proposals for faculty research
ber 25, Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. All are
·projects to be funded by the Central University Research
welcome. Discussion of programs, practice schedules,
Fund (CURF) is October 15, 1979. The primary purpose etc.

--

POWER

cont~nued from

page 1

Seaward Construction, the contractor for the touchy transfer
had thirteen men working on the
project.
The University employed
.eighteen to work.
According to DeVito, it would
normally take only four or five
men to move the electrical substation.
But ·the University wanted a
minimal amount of problems so
they hired more technicians for
maximum efficiency, DeVito
said.
The substation was moved approximately 100 feet.
It took a month of planning to
do 12 hours of operation.
During the past two shutdowns,
there were no problems, and, in
fact, they finished ahead of
schedule.
Philbrook Dining Hall noticed
the difference, but still managed
to feed its weekend entourage.
"We had our own generator,"
said John Rogers, weekend relief
manager, ubut that only supplied

lllll

us with a few lights."
minimal .
was
There
refrigeration and no grills
working.
According to Rogers, there was
change.
menu
slight
a
"Everything was cooked in
.
ovens," he said.
"We had planned on having
scrambled eggs, but switched to
waffles. At dinner, we served
sliced meat instead of fried
chicken," Rogers said.
He said that there were no
complaints from the students.
"It was quite a challenge
· really," Rogers continued. "We
called the employees and had
them bring flashlights. We kept
the food hot with Sterno."
They were forced to use paper
products as the conveyer belt and
dishwashers were inoperable.
"I wouldn't ·w ant to do this
Rogers
weekend,"
· every
laughed, "but there was no undue
hardship this one time."
Stillings was not affected.
There were no· other complaints to DeVito's knowledge.
"We had two emergency imes
open, if anyone had any
questions," he said.
." People were free to call in on
those phones. Communication
was very tight, as far as I could
see,'' DeVito said.
"Three people in particular
deserve pats on the back,''
DeVito stressed. "Larry Wahl,
the manager of Electrical Services, his assistant, Ron Tasker,
and Jim Piper, the project
manager for Seaward.
''All of our engineers agreed
that they performed brilliantly."
Construction for the new incinerator will begin within a
week to meet environmental
standards. It will produce power
and heat for the UNH campus,
DeVito said .

. Elliott
trust
TRUST

continued from page 1

Sale starts today!

The Board's Finance Committee for Investment reported other
good financial news for the
University System.
Cash management (interest
earned on bank accounts and
short term investments) reaped
nearly double the anticipated income.
Mu~h of the $1,240,126 incomeonly $643,000 had been expected was due to short term interest
rates that have been pushed
higher by inflation, according to
the treasurer's report.
Silk Screen

T-Shirts
by

UNH BOOKSTORE
.,

A University owned non-profit facility
located on campus to serve you.
Hewitt Hall
862-2141

Records at Big Discounts!
Save up to $3.00!
Major label LP's! Top artists!

T-Shirt Tycoon
3 Suzanne Drive
Portsmouth, N .H.
431-7831
JOGGING SHOES

BROOKS VANTAGE
SUPREME $31.95
BROOKS VANTAGE
MENS & WOMENS $26.95
BOTHRATED5*INR.W.
DURHAM BIKE

Many, many selections in this special purchase. Classics included!

M-F 9:30-5:00
Sat 9:30-1:00
868-5634
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Meet the men of SIGMA NU!

SCOPE loses on concert
SCOPE

continued from page 1

This year the Bee Gees ~re pie. tured on the 1979 edition.
"We figured Frampton was big
enough after doing Springsteen
and Little Feat -- and at the time
we didn't know the success or
lack of it during his tour,'' Norman said.
Since then it has been announced that Don Law lost money on
Frampton when he played in late
July at the Boston Garden.
Norman admitted, though, that
''we expected to do much better
- than we did. Initially we thought
we would come close to a sellout."
Ticket sales were steady,
beginning Sept. 11, and remained
steady throughout the first week,
Norman said.
But ticket sales slumped the
second week, Norman said.
"Every concert has that potential to do very poorly or very well.
W~ thought we could get the at-

ttendance on this one," Norman
said.
The concert, which ran
"smoothly technically!', was
supposedly the first stop on
Frampton's college tour, after a
six-week vacation.
The average estimated age of
the audience was 18, Norman
said. "But Frampton's been in
rock and roll a long time so that
we thought he'd appeal to others
besides teens,'' Norman said.
Norman spoke with students at
the State University of New York
in Plattsburg earlier last week
and ''they too had trouble with
their ticket sales -- ·and their
tickets were cheaper than ours."
"In fact, we had sold more than
they had,'' Norman said.
The major loss of money is
bound to hamper future SCOPE
concerts this year, Norman said.
the
But,
he
added,
organization, once again, has
high hopes for Robert Palmer's
appearance on Oct. 14.

Keep Red~ ready.

counted on us.

................. ' ................................. . ·············
·MARGARET BARTLETT

-~
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We invite all men to open rush
Place: Alpha Xi Delta Sorority

Sib

•PRECISION HAIRCUTTING •

Refreshments will be served!

KODAK
Color 8 by 10 Enlargements

Beautiful KODAK Color Enlargements of your favorite
snapshots, instant prints, color slides, or KODACOLOR
negatives make Yl"eat gifts, or decorative accents for your
home or office.
And now is the time to order them.
Because when you order three, you
pay for only two. The third one is free!
Stop in for complete details, but hurry, L.8~~~~{L5:..-"'"==
this special offet ends Oct. 3

Welcome back special thru Oct.
with UNH I.D. 's
Mitchell Road
Phone: (603) 659-2943.
Nottingham, N.H.
Tues. - Fri.

Hairstyling' $8, reg. $10
2 miles 12s South

Tiine: 8-11, September.25

Order three,
one is free!

· Last year millions upon millions

: Former Manager
: Great Expectations

''The fraternity for individuals.''

COLOR
PROCESSING
av

Turn fight at sign

Kodak

·,Town and Campus
Main St. Durham
868-9661

Lee Traffic Circle,
.....................................................................
.
. . 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111..11i1111111111..111
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Hello friends & Photographers,

New Faculty
You are cordially invited
to attend the
Computer Services New FacultY Reception
on
Wednesday, September 26th
from 4:30-6:00 P.M.
.
1n
the McConnell Reading Room
1st floor, McConnell Hall
University of New Hampshire

Wine and Cheese Served

The MUSO Photoschool's
student photo contest
Begins Oct. 22.
If you want to enter,
bring your fine mounted works to
Jon at Rm. 148 Qf the MUB.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY SEPTEfy1BER25. 19.79
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-

is

aeg1s of the arts.
aeg1s wants to · publish
aeg1s. ~our poetr~
aeg1s- fietion ·
aeg1s
artworli
aeg1 s

'Please tne manuseripts
Inelude na111e ti ad.d ress
Submit ta roam 153,cMUB

· ·

•

aeg1s

deadline -OC'J'. 15

The University's
general , · interest
•
magazine
needs articles on
current events
for its first issue.
. '

Submit work to Room
153 of the MUB

alOng with your
name, address, and
phone number.

Attention
Freshman:

ATTENTION STUDENT GROUPS
STUDENT PRESS
I'

.·. CATALYST

journal

.

is now accepting proposals for

Your
Freshman
Register has
.arrived

'

SPECIAL PROJEC'f.S .

-an opportunity to produce
your own magazine

CO N TACT: Chris Crocker
MUBRm . 153
862-2486

: DEADLINE FOR PROPOSALS:
Monday, October 22nd

STUDENT P RESS
OFFICE Rm. 153
MEMORIAL
UNION
~
BUILD G
r.
~

GAIN ~XPERIENCE !
STUDENT- PRESS HAS
OPENINGS FOR THE
FOLLOWING PAID POSITIONS:

Assistant Productions Manager
Art Editor
Photo Editor
AND THESE STAFF POSITIONS:

Production Assistants
Copy Readers
Staff Contributors
IF INTERESTED, COME TO AN
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27th
7:00p.m.
HILLSBOROUGH ROOM, MUB
OR CONTACT STUDENT PRESS
MUB 153
862-2486
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A Public Service of this ne-.wsp.iper & The Advertising Council

Today is the first day
of the rest of your life.

Give blood,
so it can be the first day
of somebody else's, too.

.... ......•,..,.,.,
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OLR5PECIAL1Y
IN 7 fVDUTH WAT-
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E.QJNO VARJf_TIE~:

Natural Zinc 10 mg.
$2.49 Value Special Sale Price $1 .99
Natural Vitamin C 500 mg. Rose Hips
$5.49 Value Special Sale Price $4.39
Orange Flavorcee 500 mg. Chewable -C
$5.24 Value Special Sale Price $4.19
E-Kaps 400 1.U. (Natural) capsules
$11.24 Value Special Sale Pric@-U,tt
Vitamin 8-Complex
$4.36 Value Special Sale Price $3.49

~SPINKW-MUS~QOOMrONION-f)ACON-;

BD-..CXCOLJ ~,Sl-JP]MP-A5D.llR_t\GUS
t.XCLPTIONt\L \OOD

AND

you CAN ENJOY f_V[RVDAYI

W~AT

WE.. 4AVE:_ ON

'

Care Pharmacy
51 Main Street
Durham
M-Sat9-6

CALL US A FE..W DAY.S IN ADV6.NCE.. OR.

SEE..

FREE WHEN YOU BUY 100
Duo Kaps"'
$5.99 Value

Special Sale Price $4.79

27 High potency vitamins and minerals in each tablet.

Hi-Po-Viles'" (Natural)
$10.11 Value Special Sale Price $8.09
Natural high potency t:ierapeutic formula .

26 vitamins and minerals in each tablet.

Natural Potassium 590 mg. of Potassium
Gluconate
.
$3.86 Value Special Sale Price $3.09

Also Dr. Scholl's Sandals
$8.99
Reg. Price 14.99
Not all sizes available

RONDE.Ll

~ND.

-- DE.LIVERY AVAILABLt:_ ---
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GET 25 TABLETS

.

868-2280

RED'S is HEADQUARTERS
FOR INSULATED BOOTS

studies
RUSSIA

continued from page 3
an American," Martin said.
Clark said, ''On the bus coming
AS ALWAYS
FAMOUS
home we started singing 'God
BRAND
Bless America.' Everyone was so
. LOW DISCOUNT
homesick."
·
NAMES
PRICES I
Sweetheart or
Sandi Mayewski is the dynamic
TO
UNH Russian Lecturer who is the
Long Stem
CHOOSE
group leader, advisor, friend, and
surrogate mother, for the
FROMI
Available
Russian study-groups.
"This is not a Bermuda trip,"
Mayewski said, "but it is one of
the best educational experiences
I know. The language comes
alive and the students find out
that there is a world outside of the
U.S."
There is clearly a real
closeness between Mayewski and
her former study-tour students.
Flower & Gift Shop
Everyone laughs as Andrews
relates the group's experience in
the Russian public baths, when
On Jenkins Ct. Near Movie Theater
the Americans were shy about
taking a public (not co-ed) sauna.
Mayewski insisted on total par- .
ticipation in Russian culture.
Durham, N.H.
"Being Americans, we were up9-5:00 Sat.
tight about it, but we finally got
into it,'' Sturrock said.
Other group activities were
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • trips to the Bolshoi Ballet, the
' Moscow circus, and the Hermitage Museum in Leningrad.
Martin described the Russians
as "very culturally oriented."
Martin was impressed too by
"the Russian warmth."
"If you get to be friends with
them, they'd give you their right
arm," she said.
Commenting that the Russians
have fewer friends
than
Americans,
Martin
added,
"Their friendship ties are much
stronger.''
Of the two tours Cindy
preferred the summer visit
because of the warmer weather
and a chancy to study with
Russian professors from the
University of Leningrad.
In a lively, controversial
discussion of past study-tours
there was one thing everyone
described in superlatives-the ice .·
cream.
"It's the best ice cream in the
world," said Martin, describing
the street vendors who peddle it,
even in winter, in the Russian
city streets.

Send someone
You love (or like)

Roses

The Red Carpet

WHY PAY M.ORE?

UN H Celebrity Series
Dizzy Gillespie

& all that jazz !!! !

8 p.m. Friday, September 28
Snively Arena

Dizzy Gillespie, the elder statesman of
jazz, will play music for all
generations with his own combo and
a big band rehearsed by David Seiler,
director of the UNH Jazz Band.
Combo
Ed Cherry, Guitar
Mike Howell, Bass
Mike Kerwin, Drums
Big Band
Saxoenones
R1cGardzena
Don Heider
Charlie Jennison
John Morneau
David Seiler
Trumpets
Cnr1s Erbe
John Furman
Billy Gaudet
TomPalance
Mike Straw

SCOPE
PRESENTS

Trombones
Tom Huling ·
Eddie Madden
Howard Rossett
Peter Steucek
Rhvthm
Joe Simon, Piano
Paul Verrette, Piano
Brian Rolland, Guitar
John Hunter, Bass
Ray Brunel, Percussion
Paul Heckel, Percussion

University Tlcltet Office--(603) 862-2290
The Ticket Office. located in the Memorial
Union, is open Monday- Friday, 10 a.m .4 p .m. Call for information or reservations .
Telephone reservations will be accepted
for tickets to individual performances.
However, the reserved tickets must be
paid for at least 24 hours in advance of
performance time , or tickets will be returned
to the rack for open sale.

· Parents Weekend !!!!
September 28, 29, ·and 30

ROBERT
PALMER

Oct. 14
Field House
Tickets on Sale Wed.
Sept. 26
Reserved Seating
$5.00 Students
$6.50 Non-Student

AndA.tDoor
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editorial s

Question s left unanswe red
stations behind the Service Building were being
moved and when the electricity was supposed to
return, it didn't.
The phone rang all afternoon at the MUB information desk. People wanted to know what the
story was.
All the students in the dorms had were rumors.
Everyone was being kept in the dark in more ways
than one.
When something like this happens, people in
positions of power should be informed immediately to quell rumors. There are few things

Sunday was the day the campus stood still.
Buildings were without power, the MUB was
closed, and large, yellow generators spewed forth
fumes at various places on campus.
Rumors circulated that students were going to
be evacuated to the Field House if electrical power
failed to return.
Some students left campus late Sunday afternoon to spend the night with friends in surrounding towns.
No one seemed to.know what was going on.
What had happened was that the electrical sub-

worse than 4,000 people in a state of anxiety.
In the long run, this wasn't a major incident, but
it showed that. the system of communication is
"
suspect.
If for some reason the University had to be
evacuated, what would the process be7 Who is in
charge1 How quickly would it be done and when1
Sunday, these questions were left unanswered
when the power finally returned at 5:30 pm, a half
hour before the supposed evacuation of dorm
students to the Field House.

A valuable asset
wisely spent to improve the University.
On the cultural side, some of that money could
be used to help build an indoor or outdoor concert
hall. A place used solely for concerts.
That would mean that SCOPE, MUSO, the
Celebrity Series, and other people who bring
musicians to campus wouldn't have to fall prey to
the whims of the schedules of the Field House,
Snively Arena, and the MUB.

The University has received a trust worth over
$4 million from the estate of John S. Elliott.
Interim UNH President Jere Chase said at the
Board of Trustees meeting Saturday the money
would be spent on "those plus features that would
'make (the University) great."
He said the money would be spent on programs
considered not appropriate for state funding.
There are ~any areas where the money could be

Academically, the library could be improved
and expanded. It's not bad as it stands now, but
with more funds it could become one of the finest
libraries around.
This money is a valuable asset to the University
and these are just a couple of the things that could
be done with it.
Let's hope it's spent well.

letters

Power
To the Editor:
It was with great interest that I read
the article in Friday's New Hampshire
on the environmental mini-dorm's
solar heating system and its designer,
Paul Musante. I was fortunate to meet
Paul during the summer, and it's been
mv oleasure to be his friend. Paul is
ambitious, determil)ed and professional. While most people just talk ideas,
Paul lives them.

Drive
To the Editor:
In the midst of "Love at First Pint,"
the Durham Red Cross blood drive
continuing through September 27th at

the
new
hampshire
Reporters

Stan Olshefski
Joel Brown
Dennis Cauchon
Pam Dey
Gerry Miles
Vickie Guter
Margo Hagopian
Arron Sturgis

the Mub from 10 to 3 each day, local officials stress the need for an exceptionally good turn~ut.
Within the last two weeks, many
drives throughout the state have not
been up to assigned quotas - perhaps·
because the gasoline situation has
eased and donors are taking advantage of the fall weather.
Regardless of the reason for this
decline, the Red Cross Blood Services
is sending out a special appeal to UNH
and Durham for help. All types are
needed and types with the negative Rh
factor .a nd 0 positive have been in
demand since July.

Imagine how much could be accomplished concerning UNH's parking,
services
and food
residential,
problems if we bade more students
like Paul Musante working on them.
Bill Grant

Photographers

Jarry Stearns
Durham Red Cross
Blood Chairwoman

Editor-In-Chief
Managing Editors
Business Manager
News Editors
Sports Editor
Features Editor
Photo Editor
Advertising Manager

Production Staff

Gary Crossan
Nancy Hobbs
George Newton
Paul Fachada
BlllHlll
Barbie Walsh
Dave LaBlance

~ceo~Wa~~yner

Copy Editor

Donna Funteral

Julie Schiro
Cathy Amidon
Charyla Ellis
John Oullette
Lorelei Stevens
Janet Peter
John Stevens
Heather Fyfe
Lisa Miller
Wayne Winters
Laura Meade
Maureen Sullivan
John Kirwan
Tim Tear
EllenKunes
Kim Billings
Bill Knowles

Copy Readers

JoAnn Thompson
Rob McCormack
Jaynl Landschulz
Nancy Haney
DoniAngell
Ann MacDonald
Barbara Bouley
Elaine Isherwood
Meg Hali

Ad Production
Manager

Mary Lou Pitts

Circulation Manager

Julie Stellmach

Dana Jennings
Anne Langlois
Tom lynch
John Elliott
Beth Albert
~achel Gagne
Lee Hunsaker
Brendan DuBois
Jonathan Blake
Joan Mullaney

Lonnie Brennan
Jill Plank
Lorraine Pitts
Karen Heneghan
Sharon Holllck
Marlon Sabella

Advertising Associates · Ginny Mayt~m
Brett Kimball
1

Typists

Jeanette Engle
Valerie Lloyd
Sue Wessels
·Linda Lyons
Marcia Flinkstrom
Laurie Ethridge
Ginny Allen
Suzanne Portnoy

Accounts Manager

Steve D' Alonzo

Biiiing Secretary

Diane Gordon

Apology
To the Editor:
This letter is addressed to all the
residents of Stoke Hall. I humbly
apologize for the careless comment
about Stoke that I made in The New
Hampshire (September 18, 1979). I am
glad that positive steps are being
taken toward changing Stoke's image.
The idea that I wanted to make clear
was that when pressures build-up on
campus, as they do to all of us at one
time or another, it's a good feeling to
know that I can get away from it all on
the beach. It's a relaxing atmosphere
to live in.
Indeed it was trite of me to comment
on Stoke and I hope that all of those offended will accept my sincere
apology.
MsR. Tower
Atlantic Rm. 34
Hampton Beach

Solar
To the Editor:
Concerning last Friday's article by
Laurie Sharon about Woodruff House's

solar system, I was pleased to have
had the coverage and to have had such
an informative article on our project,
but a few critical issues were
misrepresented. Three things that I
would like to clarify are:
1. I did not start this project because
I was disturbed by the energy surcharge. My motivating force was the
need for action. Although this campus
hums from talk concerning our country's sad energy situation, there has
been relatively little positive action.
Installing this campuses first solar hot
water system iS my attempt tO convirice
people ihai we are starting viable
energy alternatives in the face and
walking away because we are apprehensive.
2. Overall, the article appeared to
present a skeptical attitude about
solarenergy. That is ashame, because
the last thing that we ne!?d ~ !!n apprehensive attitude toward developi.ilg
our solar future.
3. I was misquoted at the end of the
article. From the quote it appears that
we will seriously have to change our
life-styles to make solar a reality. That
is far from the truth. Digressing a little, solar or not, we need to change our
attitudes toward energy. We take too
much for granted when we flip switcli.
The power outage (this weekend past)
pointed this out to the many students
involved. If I am to be quoted, I want
to say that the solar age is today please don't think of it as something
for the future.

a

A heliotrope,
Paul J. Musante
Editor's Note: The New Hampshire

stands by its reporter.

about letters
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor

and prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any letter.
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500
words in order to be _printed. All letters are subjected to minor
editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151
'
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824
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Peter Frampton comes alive at Snivel Arena
By Kim Billings
It was obvious that Peter
Frampton was · playing for his
fans and not a SCOPE contract
last Saturday night.
Frampton has not changed
much in three years since his
succesmul live album, Frampton
Comes A live.
He has experienced some hard
times since the album. Two semiadequate albums since then, an
automobile accident, and a cheap
lead in the mundane movie, Sgt.
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band. Yet this did not stop his
followers.
Lines began forming for the
concert at 4: 30 p.m. in front of
Snively Arena, and as Frampton's show got going, it was
clear why people came early.
He bounded on stage at 9:30,
preceded by the Simms Brothers.
The greeting was not awkward
from the crowd-they let him
know that they welcomed him
and were ready for some rock 'n'
roll. He gave it to them.
He began with "Something's
Hap_pening," so~ding ~ lot like

his live album. The audience injected cheers in similar places,
and Frampton's voice was essentially the same as on the album.
Not only was the transition into
the second song superb vocally,
but also physically. He alternated
guitars between each song. First
red, which matched his creased
pants and bowling shoes perfectly, and then black. It was done in
one swift motion, with no strings
twanging, or amps thumping, or
straps hindering.
The opening chords of ''Do Wa''
were met with hands clapping in
the audience in unison. -Frampton played this song, like lie
played all of his others
throughout the set, smiling and
relaxed. He had no look of mock
surprise when the crowd of 1730
people cheered, but he did look
extremely pleased.
By the thii-cf song, when Framl>ton sang "My Family of Friends"
with his arms extendedagain, from his live album--he
brought everybody closer to him.
Not only was the young audience
welcoming him to the arena, but

features,etc.

Frampton was welcoming them
to his music.
When he asked, "how are you
feelin'," he was not just making
conversation between riffs-_-ge
wanted to know. And the audience told him.
During th~ third song, people
were standing on either side of
the stage, backed up half the
length of Snively. They clearly
wanted to be near the star; not
because he was a star, but
because he was Frampton.
His "Show Me The Way" cut
from his live album had the added effect of a talk box, an instrument used to coordinate his
throat with the guitar and a pedal
on the floor to produce a wa-wa
sound.
''Get My Feet Back On The
Ground" was a stomping tune
from his iatest album, Where I
Should Be.
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William L.o eb
Protect the President is a collection of editorials by Manchester
Union Leader publisher William
Loeb, edited by Andrew Mayer,
John Mayer, and Jim Becker
with illustrations by D.B. John·
Published by Intervale
son.
Publishing Company.

By Dana Jennings
Manchester Union Leader
publisher William Loeb is easy to
ridicule. His Derision Index ranks
ri2ht up there with Mel Tholl!son's, Dick Nixon's · and Mark
Spitz's.
He's one of the most ·powerful
men in the state because the
Union Leader is New Hampshire's largest and most widely
'
readnewspaper. ·
He shapes public opinion and
has been accused of making and
breaking more than a few
politicians. He has attracted
national attention and often _is the
target of barbs .from New Hampshire's liberals.
. In Protect the President, the
editors don't mock Loeb, they let

~

Workingat aconcert

·~~
•...w

~

j .l.l····.,•. ,'.·.. ·
.
would pass anyone's white glove
test.
The title cut from his latest
album, Where I Should Be, will Peter Frampton came to UNH Saturday night with his own
be an overly requested song at brand of rock 'n' roll. (Jonathan Blake photo)
high school dances, with its
dominated
never
typical "now-I-have-her-now-I- hesitate," brilliant houselights harmony
don't" theme. It had an impact on snapped on and suddenly happy Frampton.
The last song of the set, "Feel
were cheering louder.
ho s trummed an faces
0 !1 "I Can 't-Sta n__d It No_M
one person
- ore, ,, Like I D o, " was the cl'imax.
a woe-begone
guitarwwith
invisible
Again, the talkbox was used.
~ agam from the album Wner~ I
look on his face.
"Baby, I Love Your Way" got Should Be, he asked for clapping SCOPE workers stepped forward
people on their feet. Finally, the and. U~ere. was no. embarasse~ to help the police. Everyone was
cheering climax in the middle hes~tab~n m the audience ~o see if standing and answering the
one hears on the album was ex- their neighbor was clappmg too. questions he sang to them. No one
got a lock of his curly hair (which
plained. After singing "don't They clapped naturally.
Throughout the concert he ·at- never once went limp), but two
'
tempted to identify with the people walked away with tamcrowd. He pointed to them as a bourines he threw into the
audience.
whole and as individuals.
The show was over, but canOn "She Don't Reply" there
was an appropriate light change dies, flashlights, and chants of
brought
~·we-want-Frampton"
with every chord change.
He had good eye contact during him back on stage to do a lively
the song, "Everything I Need." version of "Jumping Jack
Whatever part of the audience he Flash," a good rock 'n' roll enlooked at, that section would core. The SCOPE crew and police
respond with an added en- gave in and allowed the fans to
stage,
the
toward
thusiasm. He even smiled at a surge
cop, as if to say, "you're having a . separating themselves from the
good time, aren't you?" showman by only a speaker.' The
However, the cop was intent on . song ended with Jumping Peter
keeping people away from the Frampton. One encore satisfied
the audience.
stage.
Frampton's show was a fast"Signed, Sealed, Delivered"
got cheers and stomps and was paced one that didn't slow up for
more fun to listen to than Stevie a minute. It w-ent smoothly. After
Wonder's version. The excellent three years, it should have.

•

is

one fun guy

him hang himselfwith this own
rope.
In the ~k, Loeb . pontificates on the Red Menace that
threatens the American existence, the goodness of Mel Thomson, and other serious moral
issues.
Commuu.i;:,t insidiousness is a
major Loeb theme. -He warn~ u~
that commie piots lurk everywhere. He urges us to emulate
Captain America, Commiethe
resist
and
Smasher
psychological commie blitz.
In Protect the President, LoeD
says: "Roots", s~x education,
nuclear protesters, Henry Kissinger, and gay rights are all communist machinations gnawing at
our minds, making the U.S. ripe
for a surprise takeover by Russia
or China.
Loeb als-o informs us that Joe
McCarthy wasn't such a bad guy.
He was just a victim of (you
guessed it) a Communist conspiracy.
Another good guy, whose virtues Loeb extolls, is former New
Hampshire Gov. Meldrim Thom-

son.
The book presents Thomson as
the number one man in the numl>er one state in the Union. We
We learn that Thomson is:
"one of the best things that has
happened to the state of New
Hampshire since its founding,"
--"one of the real leaders of the
nation."
--"the champion of the people."
- "not interested in power for
power's sake."
Wh~n he's not looking over his
shoulder for Communist intrigue
or patting Thomson on the back,
Loeb Points a damnin~ fin2er at
"empty headed environmentalists" and "inarticulate, slowwitted shifty" Jerry Ford.
He also tells us to go see a John
Wayne movie and use shorter
skis. He says park vandals, Jane
Fonda, streakers, rioters, drug
dealers, and hippies all should be
shot.
l3i2 Bill Loeb doesn't mince
words. In the closing section of
~he book an editorial begins, "'If
LOEB,page5

worked with them, setting up the
By Leslie Schmidt
I didn't have to pay ten dollars musical instruments. Drum"set,
to see Peter Frampton Saturday piano, keyboards; all were
night. I was paid for setting up placed exactly and checked.
the stage as a member of SCOPE We then hammered support
stage crew. I hadn't realized it boards underneath the amplifier '
before, but setting up for a rock stands on either side of the stage
concert involves heavy construe- and rolled the amplifiers on the
stage, to the platforms, and took
tion work.
The Friday afternoon before off the canvas covers. It took six
the concert, the stage platform of us to stack eight on either side
was set up: slabs of heavy plank of the sta2e on these ol~tforms .
wood on steel supports, which Lastly 1 we set up the ~tar a!!~
took two hours of work. Saturday ·mike stands, put all the cabinets
morning was when most of the and trunks behind the stage and
work took place. We started at then took a break. It was about
noon, after a huge truck rolled to 5: 30 p.m. and we were beat.
a stop alongside Snively Arena. Throughout the hours of work I
We began rolling out trunks, put in, helping set up the concert,
cabinets, steel girders and other I only saw Frampton twice. Once,
he came on the stage for a
equipment to be set up.
First, Frampton's blue car- moment, looking relaxed, and
peting was rolled out onto the played a few chords on the piano.
stage. His stage manager and Another time, I saw him eating a
road crew supervised our work sandwich while I was getting a
and everyone was cooperative. bite to eat in the locker room.
There was a lot of work involved, Neither time did I make a fuss
when he was near; I didn't want
but it ran systematically.
. The lighting was next to be set to act like a teenybopper.
up, with four cabinets of lights, We were now able to enjoy the
one cabinet at each corner of the benefits of this work as we sat
stage. We lifted them off the back in our front row seats and
cabinet in strings of six, each of watched Frampton rehearse. We
which were color-coded to the all then received our Frampton
part of the girder they were to be T-shirts, which we wore as idenstrapped on. After all of the 148 tification to get backstage during
lights were strapped to the gir- the concert. It wasn't long before
ders, which were arranged in a the concert started and we-watsquare around the stage, the unit ched the people trickle in. The 1
was hoisted up over the stage. . line extended far down the street i
Frampton'~ musicians and CONCERT WORK page 14
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~rew appreciated ~ur help as we

200, 000 atien d rock 'n' roll anti- nuke rally

at~acted such rock_'n~ roil
Part of the 200,000_ people wh? ~tte~de~ !ast ~~ekend's an!i-nuke rally in New York gather befor_e the sounds~g~. The ral!Y
. ·
·
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and
Browne
Jackson
Simon,
Carly
stars as Bruce Sprmgsteen,
same?) girls for the New Hampshire boys on
New Hampshire reporter same band who backed her in and "Bruce! " all night passed out by (the"JACKSON!"
the tube to · 'Brooklyn at three
for
screaming
is
voice
Her
'78.
out
out when Springsteen brought
Joel Brown and photographer Durham in
The speeches alternated with o'cloi;k Sunday morning. I still
George Newton have been stronger than ever now; she Jackson and the rest to sing
and . music from Gil-SCott Heron, the won't root Jor the Yankees over ·
'Stay'
·following the anti-nuclear wasn't drinking or smoking dope Browne's
an- Avis-Davis Band (punks from the the Red Sox, and maybe Nancy
in
did
survivor's
she
own
as·
night,
the
Springsteen's
protest story from Seabrook, during
Bronx), Ramblin' Jack Elliott, won't want to take the old
Washington and now, New Durham, and that seemed to them, 'The Promised Land.'
An inscription on the wall of a Toin Paxton, Pete Seeger, Bonnie Peugeot into the Big Apple again,
have a lot to do with it. Her slide
York.
until the heater's
guitar work was a cat-fight tough Garden bathroom said it all: . Raitt, and John Hall. Hall was at least not
By Joel Brown
gave me
somebody
if
But
fixed.
Browne,
Jackson
Raitt,
by
joined
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E
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In New York this past week, as ever.
I'd
t-shirt,
York
New
Love
I
an
Butler,
Rosemary
Nash,
Graham
With all the rumors of ''special ENERGY.
Jackson Browne and his friends
and Carly Simon for a nearly wear it, at least once in a while.
-in M.U.S.E.--Musicians United guests" surrounding this concert
choral version of his hit song Any city where cops in uniform
For Safe Energy-- brought to the series, it was no surprise when
'Power', . which is the closest drink Beck's Dark on the streetBattery
iii
rallt·was
Sunday.'s
the
of
rest
the
out
brought
anti-nuclear movement the one she
M. U.S.E. has to a fight corner can't be all bad.
thing
Manhatten
of
tip
the
near
Park,
thing that Clamshell Alliance, M.U.S.E. organizers--Jac kson
The other half of our road show,
Pete Seeger, and Jane Fonda· Browne, Graham Nash, John and in the shadow of the World song.
and Nancy, had a friend
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emceed
who
Browne,
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down
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Almost a million dollars was tunes.
Heights at
Next came Tom Petty and the the Statue of Liberty was visible for a special surprise. A paunchy; townhouse in Brooklyn
raised by M.U.S.E., with a series
~posal for the weekend.
_our
came
tie
and
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a
in
guy
balding
the
through
harbor,
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hour
an
with
Heartbreakers
Madison
at
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on stage then, and there was a One bl0ck east ·ttiere were benchSquare Garden featuring loud New Wave rock that was.like light yellow smog.
a
collective groan from the crowd. es looking over the East River
clearly
~
more
was
rally
The
Corvette
Browne, Bruce Springsteen, and cruising down I-95 in a
at tne Hrooklyn Hr1age, m.;
the reunion of Crosby, Stills, and with a Fuzzbuster: sleek,- New York event than the con- "It's Belushi! It's the damn Blues Statue of Liberty, and the
certs. The Manhattan skyline--an Brothers. Damn!"
Nash, and a rally Sunday in the metallic, and really quick.
Instead, it was Stev\e Stills, Manhatten skyline. There were
And then all the people who'd ocean of windows--ended where
shadow of the World Trade Cenwas qwckly JOine<1 on stage 1old men playin~ chess, lawyers
wno
bobbing
of
ocean
crowd--an
the
all
"
ter which drew more that 200,000 been screaming for "Bruce!
equally paunchy jogging, and Latm lovers straight
. people for speeches and even night got what they wanted, heads-began. There were a lot of by Nash and anFor
the first time out of a Springsteen lyric.
Springsteen and The E Street people with punk haircuts David Crosby.
more music.
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walking down the street after
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everybody:
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of
before any of the cash raised by rock'n'roll from the epic poet
man, huh? Wow, yeah, no nukes, was the only thing they did in the rally, smiling broadly, and
M.U.S.E. is distributed to local the backstreets of Jersey.
unison all day, except for booing blinking rapidly behind thick,
It was Springsteen's birthday, yeah."
anti-nuclear organizations like
the mention of Jerry Brown's thick glasses, greeting everyone
people
M.U.S.E.
the
When
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two
over
just
for
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he
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· tne Clamshell. But with a number
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through
passed
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of future M. U.S.E. concerts in the hours, a condensed version of
Tht~:e were three gentle chords •.• •••••.•..•..••••• ••• ·• .......... .
works, plus an album and film to. year's UNH show, leaping from second time, collecting money in from
guitar, and then the
be produced from this week's the stage to the top of the piano to garbage bags, Bella Abzug found famedStill's
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" They rally, no one was arrested for
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have several million
trespass; the rally was
acrobatics, more donations: "Come on, New only sang a handful-of Songs, end-· criminal
. their common treasury, about a onstage
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steps
Capitol
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rally
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at
be simply an outlet for his sheer
It's hard to sav whether the ef- rock'n'roll exuberance. There is Washington in May: Ralph then Jackson and company true foot soldiers for the anitfort by M. U.S.E. brought the anti- nobody, nobody who can make an Nader, Dr. George Wald, three or played 'Before the Deluge', then nuclear movement.
But the mass quantities of
start counting the
nuclear movement a lot of new
actually gasp like he four representative s of the went off to collections.
. ·money raised by the M.U.S.E.
recruits; many in the crowds audience
·garbage-bag
Movement.
Indian
American
organization will give a tremencame just for the music. The can.
It was a welcome surprise, Jane Fonda came on as if it were
Madison Square Garden concerts then, that none of the girls who her rally, thanking everyone for
went on without any speech- had been screamin "Jackson!" comin . She was nearly drowned · There was a certain corny thrill ANTI-NUKE, page 14
making, except in perfC!rmers'
introductions to their songs. And
· the line-up of talent was spectacular, even by New York standards.
Saturday night's show at the
Garden lasted seven hours, and
was close to an overdose for even
the most hardcore rock'n'roll
junkie. Gil-Scott Heron opened
with a brief, perfect jazz set;
Jamaica's Peter Tosh and his
eight-man band followed with an
hnur of blisteringly hot reggae.
Then there was a film, a 1954
om-nuclear short subject that
showed Mommy & Daddy, Cissy
&Bobby & Spot tn the allAmerican "kitchen of the
future," changing the "bacteriakilling" uranium capsule in the
family Frigidare. The sound was
nearly drowned out by the giggles
and guffaws of the sellout croud
of20,
New England's own Bonnie Bruce Springsteen goes through some of his moves at Saturday's anti:nuke concert in New York
. .,
, ,
_
Raitt_followe::l the film, with the City's Madison Square Garden. (George Newton photo)
..
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. MovementClasse~
:•
Like to Dance?
Want some exercise·that's fun?

ANTI-NUKE

••
•
•Want to improve your coordination _& increase your flexibility?,.
•

•

Classes beginning Oct. 2 at the
Scammel Grange Hall, Durham.

,.

*
,.

continued from page 13

•

dous infusion of new energy to the
movement.
And surely the sight of 200,000
NewYorkerschantingNoNukes!
will strike some fear in the hearts
f!d~s~;,en who run the nuclear

,.
-tc
,.
-tc

................. .................. ....... .
:

Call Rae at 749-3341

:

~
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~

Attention Transfer Students:

.:.
:
:

All transfers are ~ordially invited to
attend the Dizzy Gillespie concert
:.. TOGETHER this Friday night at DISCOUNT
RATES! ·Sign up and pay in the commuter
center (downstairs in MUB) before
nqon on .t4riday ~
.

..

experience, butwhenhe~rrormed on stage he became bigger
than life. - He radiated such
CONCERT WORK
charisma and vitality when ·he
continued from page 12
flashed that smile and got a
faraway look in his eyes when he
from Snively Arena.
As we were waiting, I noticed started his interlude of solo
an attractive woman with long guitar.
The audience was able to walk
brown hair and large brown eyes
sitting demurely on the bleachers out of the Arena and do whatever
by the side of the stage. I knew they had planned ahead for the
she must have known someone in night. Meanwhile, we on the
the group. I looked at her and she stage crew had to go through the
smiled so I walked over and process of breaking up and
asked if she knew someone in the tearing down all we had .s et up .
group. She said she knew Framp- Back in the cabinets, trunks, and
!on, but was hesitant to say that hampers went the instruments,
she was his "woman" for fear it lights, stands, amplifiers and
would be blown out of proportion. yards of electrical wiring. The
We talked about how they met, work endured into the morning
their relationship, and his career. hours.
After lhe last plank of the stage
It was quite interesting to get
was
stacked alongside the arena
such an insight in Frampton's
wall and the last trunk put on the
life.
·
Those of us on the stage crew truck, it was 2: 30 in the morning.
got front row seats and Most 'of us were too tired to go to a
thoroughly enjoyed Frampton's party, so we went our separate
carrying
the
good
performance and the fact that we ways,
helped make him _'_'cQme alive." memories of a great experience
being behind the scenes at a
Seeing Frampton that afternoon of
concert.
·
was not such an awe inspirin~

Work at a concert

Nuke rallv
.J

:
:·
:
:

············································ -

ARE YOU:
A CHEMICAL ENGINEER with the need for the latest information on practical applications _
of separation techniques?
An ELECTRONICS ENGINEER in need of the latest information on solid state devices?
A NURSE in need of reference about pharmacology and therapeutics?
A PRODUCTION MANAGER with a need for an excellent inventory control handbook?
A PHYSICIAN needing a PDR?
A PRE-M_E D STUDENT needing anatomical charts?
A REAL ESTATE AGENT who wants to learn ROI?
A PROGRAMMER who would like to learn free-lance software publishing?
OR ANY PROFESSIONAL OR STUDENT IN NEED OF EXCELLENT REFERENCE MATERIAL!
WE HAVE IT! AND MOST AT 20 PERCENT OFF!
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It Is Time To Beat The Cold!

~TOWARMYOURBODY:

~~

.~Levis jeans and cords only $12.50
¥ -Chinos (Tan just arrived!) only $9.99

~ .~

; ~
¥Flannel shirts start at only $13.00
~ ~:
¥Chamois shirts Start at only $12.00
~~: :~ ·
Velour Tops-Choose from many styles & colors-!
~i~
y
VY

!

¥-JustArrived~AllnaturalFibersweaters

.·

¥Slippers-linedforwarmthstartat$6.00
~PLUS the largest selection of outdoor
¥footwear around, and of course at
~the best prices!
·

~

BO
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¥
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DURHAM, N .H.
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S.TORE!
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TUeS. .Sepfem b er 25 t h
and
Thurs. September 27th
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Music and Refreshments ~~==
~·
ARE1N1 _J ~
8:00 -10:00 p.m.
¥.~
~
_ ~~.~ ~~:;,·. 26 Madbury Road-Durham ==-;¥.

MITTENs

~

l';-icwvES,

vve cover ·y oufrqm head to toe

"TAT

~

~=

TH~ 42 MAIN ST (HA TS, SCARVES) ~

oANcEwEAR

1
~
~

Jnv· z.feS, all men ·fO an

~

¥

¥TO WARM YOUR SOLES:
\1 ¥
¥Our Regular $40.00 Leather ''Climbers'' boot ¥ ~~
¥now
$24.99 ·
¥¥ ~
~
~..
~"Waterproof" boots start at $12.00
t~ ~:

~

SIGMA BETA·

¥ ¥

~Corduroy~hirtsWERE$17.00 ~nly$11.99
¥

.
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Mills
adjusts

Cross
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Keesey said.
is counting
·
Doug Cox, student body
~
on you.
on you.
president, looks at Mills' departure as "good that the University
had a change. We. are definitely
GENE MILLS
looking for new blood, for a
president of a new type, a new
continued from page 3
Maybe, then, the politics of this image.
University finally took their toll - "That is not to say that Mills · aoaoaoaooa••••••••oaaaa oaaoaoaaaoa••••aa•••aa• •••••••a1a1•aaaaoaaoaaa aaaaa
wasn't effective while he was
on President Mills.
As University Ombudsman and here, though," Cox said.
Mills, who was many times
political science professor Heidi ·
Sherman put it, "It made me kind · known for his overly diplomatic
approach, may have a chance to
of sad to see him go.
"Mills was a good man but he change that at Whittier.
Keesey describes Mills' actions
was tired. It is not always good to
leave someone in that kind of an as "always exercising critical
office for too long,'' Sherman judgment.
"He would never insert himself
said.
Keesey feels that when Mills unduly into an area, but he would
left, "the school did lose that ex- never stay away. He would
perience and sensitivity after 17 delegate presidential responyears of experience of continuous sibility to specialists in the area,"
Keesey said.
activity.
"The scope here is different.
"But I don't think he felt any
defeat, though it is said that the The state is a thousand miles
are long, it isn't as intimate a state as
contributions
greatest
achieved in earlier years," New Hampshire," Mills said.
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at the Newmarket Laundercenter ~;~;;;~;
\~ ~ ~ ~
Main Street, Newmarket
~~~l
i~;~@~
we will be offering
~~~~~~~
~ ~ ~ ~l FREE WASH AND FREE SOAP n~~~~
;~~~~~~!

from 10:00 a.m. till 5:00 p.m.
Enjoy coffee and donuts,
wine.and cheese
(positive I.D. required for wine)
while you do a free wash! !

oon·r- miss ouT on THE
CHAncE TO HAVE YOUR
PORTRAIT - - 1n THE
YEARBOOH
1980
SITTIOCiS START OCT~ 8th
SICin UP now .In THE
CiRAOITE OPPICE Rm. 125
DAILY
8 -4

mue

------cla ssified ads
for sale
FO_tSQle: BSR 500A Turntable $50.! EMS undivided Backpacker pack $3;;i,_~tN:iUK ·R
1000 Tennis Ra.cket s20: Marc 659-347410/2
For Sale 1966 Homette Moblle Home 10 ft x
50 ft 2 bdrm unturnlshed. Gas stove•
refrigerator Included. Unit must be moved.
Asking $2,000. Call Harry Barlow 8621047. 9/28
Misc. furn. for sale. good famlly stuff-sofa
bed, end table, etc. reasonable prices Call
Mike Creed Farm 749-4840 9/25
For Sale: Find a healthler youl Natural
cosmetics and Blodegradable household
products avallable. Also vitamins galore.
High qualltv. low cost. Contact Susan Fltzgerald 749-1830 (leave message). 10/9
For Sale-Vlvltar 400 mm f/6.3 Telephoto with
Canon• Nikon adapters, plus wlll adapt to
most SLR 35 mm. Asking S120 Call Dennis at
868-2614. 9/21
74 Chevy caprice 2 dr. hardtop, AM-FM
stereo-air-excellent mechanical condition,
some rusts. $1195.00 Call 736-9241 after 4
PM.10/9

VW Beetle 75, Blue 59 ,000. Excellent Con·
dltlon. $2,600 or B.O. Contact 868·1145. 9/25
For Sale-1973 Cellca ST, Red, New tires,
New battery, new alternator. Asking $500
but will deal. Call 664-2558 before 9 a.m.
or after 8:30 p.m. 9/28.
Raliegh Record Bike for salel Boys 10 speed
211/2 In. Blue w/Black trim. Good shape per·
feet for student. Asking $50 or B.O. Call Ann
after 5 pm 436-75491075

help· wanted

1972 Suzuki T500. Knetssell Compcat $175--Sklis with Btndlngi and Pole•. Best Offer, 659·
2165, 659·5666. 9/28
American Airline 50 percent off coupon
for sale. Price negotiable. Call Janet 868·
9662 or 21163. 9/28.
B.F. Goodrich Radial TIA 4 tires, 20,000 mlles,
$75Before11 AM or after 10 PM 431-8763·
Cheryl9/28
STEREO FOR SALE PIONEER PL 10 Turntable
SHURE RS-70 Cartridge REALISTIC STA· 75
Receiver w/17 W.D.C. studlocraft ·
speakers (BY Bose• "Woofers 3" Tweeters
Call Nights 659·5908 $300.00 Also heathklt
tuner w/walnut base AM/FM Stereo $40.00
9/25
For Sale: 1976 Suzulkl GT 250 street bike.
5400 miles, excell. cond., new front & rear
sprockets, chain and battery. $695. 6592823 nights, 895-3031 days. 9/28
1970 ,Buick Electro.. 15 MPG, superb con·
dltlon, every concelvcble..optlon. Runs perfectly, must sell leaving country. Call Andy
at 868-7476. iC:eep rrylng. 'i1211

_PASSPORT PHOTOS--lnstant Color Passport
Photos Ready while you wait. Richardson
Photographic Service. Call 742·4211 for
appolntment.12/14
Soft or hard contact lens fitting at a reasonable fee structure. Call Dr. Edward Godnlg,
Optometrist, 431·4088 for a convenient
appolntment.10/9

Help Wanted: Part-time work, $90.00 per
week offers Flexible hours, possible credits.
Must be 18-neaf..car. Call 868-1228 9 am1pm ONLY. 9/28
Needed: Part-time gymnastic teachers: am
and/or pm; pre-school and beginner
classes. Call Bev Jacobson at the New
England Sports Academy, Madbury. 742·
9000.10/2

wanted
CAMERAS: We are buying good used SLR ·
cameras: Rivers Camera Shop 464 Central
Ave., Dover 742-7783.10/19

Expert typing. $.80 a page. For more Info.,
call 742-6643 (Dover) 10/9
Mending Done--seams, patches, zippers,
buttons, hemming• hand work. Call Rose
.
OR Mary lf68·7342. 10/2.
Hemming, repair work, and alterations. No
Job to small. Call for reasonable rates
'142·7066. 10/5

for rent

~Realistlc 1000 Tllmfab'fe with diamond t
· stylus.speakers • receiver cost 5475, sell
S200. Sofa bed- $90, matching chair-rocker
40, arm 30, 2 lamps• tables $50. 749·
4170 after 5 PM 9/28

For Sale: Sansuli 4000 AMP 45 watts/CH.,
dual 1215 turntable, Fisher XP-73 speakers
(2), Panasonic Cassette Player-recorder.
Good condition $550. Call Steve at 742·
1485 after9 P.M.10/2

TYPING: Retired Secretary experienced In
all types of term papers, also novels, short
storels, articles, etc... Reasonable rates,
prompt service located within walking distance of UNH. Call 868·7078. Anita 20 Park
Court, Durham.10/5

roommates
Professional woman with two children ages
6 • 41/2 wishes to share her home with
another professional woman/Grad student
ages 25-35. House located near Lee Traffic
Crrcle off Rt. 4, Barrington, NH. $175/month
plus utllltles. Call659·5252 after 5:30 p.m.
Available Nov. 1, 1979.10/9
One female roommate, non-smoker to
share 3 bdrm. duplex. own room. Dover
K·van. No pets: 100.00/month. Sec. dep. required. Pref. grad/staff/older student. Call
742·1827 after 5:00. 9/25

services
TYPING IBM Selectric 22 yrs. exp. Dissertations, reports, resumes, theses. 749·2692.
10/5
Landscaping and Yardwork by down-Inthe-mouth graduate student with 5 years
~~e;~~~~J~~~~YJ~ ~S~ "fields of Infamy".

1

Contact Lens Wearers. Save money on your
brand name hard or soft lens supplies. Send
for free Illustrated catalog. Contact Lens
Supply Center, 341 E. Camelback, Phoenix,
Arizona 85012. 10/2
Professional typing at Its best. University
Secretarial Associates. IBM CORRECTING
SELECTRIC, CHOICE OF STYLE, PITCH: SPELLING
PUNCTUATION, GRAMMAR CORRECTED. REA·
sonable rates for superior quality. Business
Teacher/Secretary, Diana Schuman 7424858. ~0/2

Studio apt. Newmarket, 185.00/mo. Incl.
utilities. On Karlvan rt., avail Oct. 1. Robin
day 862·2474, nlte 659·2425. 9/28
Two Bedroom Apt. for rent In Dover. 230/
month, avallable Oct. 6. On Karl-van rt.
Call 742·1221.10/9
To Rent· To student, teacher, professional
person. Large furnished room, part of
charming old colonial home, fireplaces
kitchen privileges, country setting. 20-25
mlns. fm. UNH. $40. Weekly utilities Included
Immediate occupancy for special person.
Privacy respected. Call 926-5296. 9/28
For Rent· Located on Lamprey River (swimming, fishing) 3 mis from UNH, on K-van
route, modern 3 bedroom house to share,
garage, washer/dryer. Lease, deposits
negotiable. Pets ok. Call 742·7031. 9/28

lost and found
REWARD· lost male golden Retrelver it/2,
blue collar, Mass. license, his name Is Cyrus,
Please call Maura 868·5493 or collect 617·
254·0123. 9/25.
Lost, dark brown tobacco pouch, light
brown Interior. Had small amount of tobac·
co Inside. If found call 2-1950 Hunter rm
307. Ask for Steve. 9/28
Lost: Blue courdoroy Levi jacket last seen
In McConnell 314, lastWeds. afternoon.
Please call Michael 659·2098. 9/28

personals
The Brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon ·Invite ati ·
n'len to two open rushes. Tuesday September 25 and Wednesday Sept. 26. 8·11 pm
Refreshments provided. TKE 8 Strafford Ave.
9/25
Engelhardt 3rd would like to appologlze to
Devine 1st for the actions of Tom senator
Wednesday night. 9/25
PHI CHI THETA Meetlng1 Wednesday Sept. 26,
WSBE Rm 306, 7:30. All Interested women
who are WSBE majors are welcome to attend! Any questions, Call Rose at 868-1349,
Wenday at 868·5843. 9/25
Yukon John and the wlld Brothers of
Engelhardt 4 all say: "I have flouted the
wlfd, I have followed Its lure, fearless,
famlllar, alone; Yet the wild must win, and a
day wlll come when I shall be overthrown."
R. Service 9(25
_To the one who's found the 5th freedom,
chased small dolls, stroked rose tatoos
!lved t.n r~liglous hablt-atlon and fended off
bearded ladles- HAY-NA-NAY-NA-NAY
-OM-EE. HAPPY BIRTHDAy ·a friend 9/25
IMPROVE YOUR GRADESI Send $1.00 for your
306-page catalog of collegiate research.
10,250 topics llsted. Box 25097G, Los
Angeles, California, 90025. (213) 477·8226.
12/14

Nancy, Janice, Lori, Kathy, Debbi, Moggie,
Jone, Jennie, Deidra, Marcia, Mory, Karl,
and Susan: Be on the LOOKOUT SUnday a.m.
'cuz MCLAUGHLIN wants youl 5'Jnday morning.Be There, Alohal ("Book 'em, Danno").
9/2{
G-Chrtstmas In September?!? I love H...slelgh
bells and all. Personalty, I think we're way
ahead of the rest of the world. Ten short
days and already I'm wondering what I did
before I met you. And don't you worry
about a thlngl I'm yours, Always. Affectionately, M. P.S.·Rumor has It that Santa
Claus "Is easy''I Merry Christmas, sweetie!
9/21
ATTENTION POLITICAL ACTIVISTS Interested In
Jerry Brown; there wlll be a meeting Wednesday, Sept. 26, 7:30 pm Hanover loom,
200 Level MUB. Any questions .call Joanne,
868-9818, 2·1136. 9/25
"No Nuke students. Earn extra cash selllng
five color sllkscreened alternative energy
T-shirts, tote bags, pillows. No cash outlay.
Sells Itself. Go for It. Call for details. 659·
5456." 10/9
Square Dance at St. Thomas Moore Student
Center· Friday, Oct 5 starting at 8:00 pm
Featurln~ the LAST CHANCE SPRING BAND.
You don t have to know how to dance!
Refreshments servde. Open to all. 9/28
Sister Naomi now 21 years young. Curly
haired, vivacious, with that continuous
smile. Nutrition will help you through many
more miles. "Snapshot". 9/25

Happy Birthday, Ann You're legal now. I
hope your parents wlll say yes to the
relationship I have to offer you. Don't go
changing. I love you just the way you are. It
forever. Anthony.Pooplnhymer9/28_ _
.... 184 Washington St.... "Once upon a time
there were 4 "women" named ....(to be continued). 9/25.

To Libra aun-plsces moon-pick a star and
lefs go gazing. Happy stars and bright birthdays-Love Libra aun-plsces moon II. 9/25

Naomi-Here's to your 21st, lady. May your
spirits • whinnies be hlQh • loud. We love
you deClrfY. Momer :>u~nor. Yt'i(:J'
The New Hampshire Federation of Garden
Clubs Is offering four (4) $250.00 scholar·
ships to be presented In October, 1979.
Scholarships are made available annually
to Sophomore, Junior, Senior, or Graduate
Students In the Plant Science program. For·
estry, or related programs. Two (2) $250.00
awards wlll be granfed to each program.
The recipient must be a New Hampshire
resident, academlcolly sound, of good
character, and leadershlp abllftv. Applications are now available at Dean Rich's
office In Taylor Hall. The return date for
applications la October 10th. Applications
can be malled before October to Dean
Rich's office or Mrs. David Lund, Woodman
Road, Amesbury, MA01913. 9/25
You can choose your baby's sex nowt
FREE Information. American Sex Determiner
2141 Melrose Court, SUtle 118. Notman, OK
.
73069. t0/9
ATO Invites all men to an open rush Tuesday
the 25th and Thursday the 27th, come meet
the brothers of Alpha Tau Omega on Main
Street.
To Phi Phallure: Again you have hH
everything right on time. The only problem
Is, should we show up for a men's wet brief
contest/raid, you might not show seeing
that you're all so quick. At any rote, give us
a buu If you dare and maybe we can work
something out. Phantom Phraternlty.
To the two first ladles of the White House: The
blue has a beautiful soft tint uron my white
upholstery. Don't worry abou It, blue and
whHe qre the school colors anyway. Thanx
for the cake. luv, Lee
TO THE BOYS: Arch 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000.
5000. LOOK, LOOK PULL PUNCHI What a riot.
Lefs go sky·dlvlngl But don't thro'N me out
the window, the chute won't open In time.
Ease on down. Splash
To all present and past Bunkhousltes: " ... the
seasons they go round and round and the
pointed ponies go up and down ...We can't
return, we can only look behind from where
we came." Maybe I can't return, but I sure
as hell know where my roots are. Here's to
each one of you. Much Love, K.T.
K.T. It's so nice to have you back. I really
wish that you'd change your plans and stay
forever. Good luck with your new adven·
lures and hurry back to us... I love you and
I'll miss you every day. A.
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CHECKS
continued from page 1
Durham businesses notify him
first with a phone call or a letter.
If that fails to get a response, the
next step is a registered letter.
"A registered letter forces the
student to go to the post office to
pick it up," RanaalI explained.
''Then he can't say he was never
notified.''
The case is turned over to the
police if there is still no response,
but the merchants agreed that an
arrest was rare.
Gangwer said that Town and
Campus keeps a tab of students
who bounce checks, and the
check-cashing privileges will be
taken away from customers
whose name appears several
times.
"With the increase in checks
cashed, this problem just takes
up too much time," Gangwer ex;
plained.
"We're going to start posting
the names of people that write a
lot of bad checks, '' he said.
"Cashing checks isn't our function--it's just a service we
provide arid we don't need the
hassle,'' Gangwer said.

LSAT
and

1ha.t5 no moose-head..
-l:hats 'j our roomaie.

Amity
Review Seminars
15 student •v•r•ge cla11 size
Te•m teaching technique
Convenient weekend cla11e1
EXCLUSIVE MATH REFRESHER

800·243·4767
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Six openings with

, . . , _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 1 t o c a l firm. $90.00 perl
i
§
§week part time. Must§
§

i

l

be 18 - neat - have car.a

=Credits possible, flexi

BOOKBAGS

ITeMEeHURe
NEWMARKET, N.H.

ON ZION'S.HILi

DAYPACKS

Li uor License - Danci ·- Concer~

\Vednesday

PETTEE BROOK LANE
Tel. 868-5584
DURHAM

Wilderness Camping, back packin
and ski touring equipment

=
=

=
= 9 am-1 pm only.

·

LAST CHANCE STRING BAND
Thursday

SPECTRUM JAZZ BAND

F riday-Saturday

MEMPHIS
ROCKABILLY
Sunday 7-llpm

MARY McCASLIN
&JIM RINGER

lllllllll llllllllllllllllHlllllHlllHllll llH lllll lllllJ

C'aMei®

CONTRA-DANCE with

lPildtrnt55 Croi/5

i

§

(603) 659-6321

Tuesday--HOOT

10 models to choose from
Large selection of colors
Priced from $9.95 to $23
From Jansport, Chuck Roast,
Sierra Designs, Climb High
Camp Trails

iible ·hours. Call 868-12281

:~lfFREE
EVERYDAY.
*MONDAY .. . . . ..... . .. Fountain Items
*TUESDAY ...... . .. Thinny·Thin items
*WEDNESDAY ..... p,,,_oa<>edo Novelty Items
"THURSDAY . . . LcFYoFrozen Yogurtttems
*FRIDAY
*SATURDAY }· . . A Special Design Cake
-SUNDAY
' Please ask us about our Cake Club '
"Please a sk us about group or organizational
order-; !
•Please a sk us about our Design-A-Cak e .
Let us custom Design-A-Cake for you !
•we welcom e large orders!

~
NO 72.34

"''alU'ef. t9cr CML11m Sz
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UN H Celeb rity Serie s

I

Memorial Union, Durham, NH 03824
Telephone: (603) 862-2290. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. weekdays.

.

I

: Lastye ar I
· j million s upon i
·
I millions
I

Dizz y Gill£sPiE

.i_

& All That Jazz!!!
Bp.m. Friday, September 28

Ij

Snively Arena
Dizzy Gillespie, the elder statesman of jazz, will play music
for all generations with his own combo and a big band
rehearsed by David Seiler, director of the UNH Jazz Band.

I ~

i

~ ~-

and. all the accessorie s.

I counted on us.
I

General public $6.50
UNH students, Senior Citizens S4.SO in advance

~-,

<:1.

Now you can shop
in confidence when
buying a water bed

counting
~Te.
on
you.

Red Cross.

RESEARCH PAPERS

<tx

Atherton's furniture

1.0,250 on File - _All Academic Subjects

The Cood Neighbor.

Send $1.00 for your up-to-date, 306-page mail order catalog.

Seab rook

ACADEMIC RESEARCH
P.O. BOX 24873
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

•
occup at1on

~~

SEABROOK

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

~·

continued from.page 1
.

,

The most important f actor is '
for each member to fully comprehend the logistics of the action
before the actual occupation and
to be prepared to move onto the
site and act out of conscience in a
•
non-violent way.
The occupation's success
depends upon cooperation between groups, combined into '
regional clusters, which decide
on assembly, methods of approach and entry, and on-site
destinations.
Part of the preparation for the
occupation involves a nonviolence training session, which
teaches peaceful defense tactics.
~s,· trained by the Coalition,
explained, "The training sessions
are necessary since non-violence
is a skill; society does not condition people for it."
An essential aspect of nonviolent action is maintaining
strength through numbers.
During the training session, the
group's members experienced a
''pre-training hassle line.''
Six posed as police complete
with tear gas (in the form of
rocks), imaginary dogs, and
stern faces.
They lined up behind the rusty,
two-foot barbed wire fence which
protected the marsh, and waited
for their orders.
The trespassers approached
the fence.
A few were immediately
poisoned by the tear gas while
others passed the barrier only to
be attacked by the dogs and
grounded.
The "occupants" linked arms
and lay prostrate on the ground.
Their bodies squirmed as the
"police" tried unsuccessfully to
pry them apart.
Thought of actual confrontation
with the police made the "occupants" realize how strong a
mind and dedicated a heart is
needed to act peacefully when
assaulted by a 250-pound
policeman.
After Bruss and Laug!liniger
gave their presentation, they all
had .a clearer picture of what the
occupation involved.
Only two of the twenty members made a commitment to occupy, while the remainder of the
group decided to support.
The supporters will not be
directly on the site.
They will help with food and
water supplies, medical treatment, legal aid, and spiritual encouragement.
The training session made the
the
realize
participants
seriousness of the occupation and
the importance for all concerned
citizens to support the Coalition's
goal: to shut down Seabrook and
"empower people with control of
their place on this planet," Bruss
said.
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Earl y Bird
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NAVEL
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HAIRLINf:
SHAPING
EYEBROWS

YOU CAN
WEAR THIS
WOOLRICH
SILVER BOW
INSULATED
MOUNTAIN
PARKA
REGULAR s75

FACE
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--1--LIPS
---CHIN

The Removatlon Method is safe, painless,
and effective even on the most sensitive parts
:~~~m of your body. Best of all it's "ouchless"
no pain because there are no needles
:::::::::
~~;~;~~~: ... just ele~~ronic tweezers that. never even
touch the skm. There's no swellmg or redness
:::::::~
:;:~:~:~: ... you can even- put on make up immed::::::::· iately after the treatment.
::::::::

~:;:;:~:
::::::::
::::::::
::::::::
·:·:·:·:

Free 15 minutes with a half hour treatment
Offer apples to new patrons
Expires October 27, 1979
Free Consultation No Obligation
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603-926-2650:;~~;;;;j 1

i~;~~~;; THE HAIR AW AY CLINIC

:::::::: Hampton Professiona l Bldg.
1::::::: Park Ave.
::~:~:~:Hampton, N. H.

~~u~~l

:::::::::

~y appointmen t :::~:;:;:
Pdethermologist:~:::::::
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:::::::::
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50 Main St., Downtow n Durham

cat stats

Y-Confere nee
balances out

Scoring summary

In the last two football seasons the balance of power has shifted in the Yankee Conference.
No IOnger do UNH and UMass stampede through the season
and fight each other for the Yankee Conference Beanpot in the
final game of the season.
The other teams in the division have caught up with UNH
and UMass. Maine may still be a weak team, but Boston
University, UConn and Rhode Island are tough.
From 1975to1977, UNH could have a bad day and still win
a game. But now, the five teams are equal. If a team has a bad
day, it's going to lose. There isn't a team strong enough in the .
conference to have a flat game and still win.
UNH and Boston University are equal teams. Saturday,
UNH had a bad game. BU led, 27-7 at the half and won the
/
game, 41-28.
"There's been an equalization of the balance in tite conference," said BU coach Rick Taylor. "Where two years ago you
had UMass and UNH, now there's five teams that are pretty
.
equal."
Gone are the days when one team w:ould stand supreme in
the conference. UNH isn't going to thrash UConn, 42-7 or beat
UMass, 23-0.
Each game is going to be close and hard fought. The Wildcats have to enter each game knowing they have to play at the
top of their ability.
"We played like an overconfident team today," said UNH
coach Bill Bowes. "We weren't hitting, people weren't getting
to the ball.
"We're not as bad as we looked today. But we have to play
every week. We can't afford to let down against decent teams."
UNH let down Saturday. But in the Yankee Conference these
days, if a team lets down, it's not going to win.

New Hampshire

O

Boston University

17

7

7

10

7

14

28

7

41

Rushing

BU··Pelln, 25-yard fleld goal 7:41
BU-Boron, five-yard pass from Jensen (Pelln kick) 3:05
BU--Jensen, 4-yard run (Pelln kick)
BU··Pelln, 31-yard field goal 14:52
BU··Phlnney, 40-yard pass from Jensen (Penn kick) 8:33
NH-Quinn, five-yard run Ullman kick) 4:05
BU-Della, 84-yard kickoff return (Pelln kick) 14:47
NH-Coleman, 14-yard run (Ulman kick) 3:53
BU-O'Brien, 2-yard run (Czernlakowskl kick) 14:58
NH--Loehle, 25-yard pass from Leavitt Ullman kick) 9:23
NH-Hinch, 45-yard pass from Stevens Ullman kick) 0:34

UNH
Att'd
16
Quinn
Coleman 14
Hamsley 2
Stevens 1
2
Pinter
2
Clark
4
.Leavitt
Totals

41

Net
Yards
107
36
25
13
11
9
14

For
TD
1
1

187

2

Long
Gain
23
14
16
13
9

5
1

Attendance: 6155

Passing

PASSING
Leavitt
Stevens

Att·Compl.-H.1.
3
29 16

4

3

0

Long
Gain
37
. 45

Receiving
No
8
Rutten
Loehle 5
Coleman 2
1
Hinch

For Long
TD Gain
37
25
12
45

Yds.
151
89
23
45

WE WANT YOUR INPUT

--THE GRANITE- -
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Wildcats show power at ECACs
TENNIS
continued from page 20

Qwnn, a promising freshman,
pressed ·number three seed Jim
Lange throughout his match
before losing 6-3, 6-2.
"I was really impressed with

HAVE A
CHECKUP.
ITCAN
SAVE

YOURUFE.

Berry was happy with his
team's effort in Princeton. "I'm
proud of our showing and I think
we've gained a lot of respect
especially after URI.''
UNH will attempt to make
UMass their first victim of the
1979 campaign this Wednesday at
3p.m.

him (Quinn)," praised Morrell.
"He shows great promise."
Despite those efforts, Berry is
still concerned with his singles
play.
"We're still not playing well in
singles. I'm going to make some
changes against UMass," he added.

FIREHOUSE l
Hook & Ladder Lounge
presents
Wed. 9/26:
C~rmac

McCarthy
(Folk)
Th., Fri. 9/27-9/28:
Ras myth
(Country Pop)
Sat. 9/29:
John Perreault

Johnny Bench
American

Cancer Society.

I

*

Make your reservations anytime
for lunch & dinner & join
us

at the

HOOK & LADDER LOUNGE
Orchard St. 749-3636 Dover, N ..H.

:•! -~_I

vi;\4.

L

a meeting to discuss
theme, layout scheme & coverage
WEDNESDAY,z SEPTEMBER 26, 6-7 p.m.

Grarton Rm., MUB
ALL WELCOME!

Welcome Back
UNH Students!
Present your UNH ID card
and enjoy a 10% discount on
all cosmetics - eye 1makeup
face makeup, lip and nail cosmetics,
hair care, fragrances ... and more!
We look forward to seeing you!

Sport Analysis

The marke table athlet es:
they can't afford to lose
This is the third of a fourpart series by sportswriter
Pam Dey who attended a
sports symposium recently
held here at UNH. Today's article deals with the marketing
power of the professional
athlete.
By Pam Dey

He can't get hurt. It would be
like an executive losing his job.
There is no margin for error. A
dropped pass or fumble spells
defeat in many cases. He can't
pick it up and keep · running.
Mistakes are blatant.
Professional sports is an omniscient career. -Sports telecasts
are increasing and the sports,·
page has to contain some dirt.
According to Bernard Mullins,
National Sports Management
President, athletes' performances can be unpredictable. In bad
moments the fan, and consumer
reactions can be quite negative.
It makes sense, after all, would
you buy deodorant endorsed by a
guy who drops passes or can accumulate only 3 points per
basketball game? Gawd no.
You'd rather sweat it out. You
can bet the athlete would be.
According to Mullins, sport has
long been seen as a pleasant
escape mechanism from reality
and as such provides an excellent
backdrop which serves to lower
the guard of the consumer.
Injury is reality. Mistakes are
a reality. Consumers don't view
athletic events from the comfort
of an easy chair marked with

beer rings to face reality. Advertisers do not wish to convey
reality as a ploy to promote their
products.
Perhaps this is why we never
saw Joe Namath endorsing
crutches.
Phillup Hochberg informed
symposium attenders of the
competition between cable TV
and local area games. Cable
allows televising of games not
shown on commercial television.
"Among all forms of cable, a
CATV subscriber in New York
could see some 240 NBA games in
the 1978-79 season," said Hochberg . .
Cable goes for the big games
said Hochberg, entising the consumer into its broadcasting fold
and away from local, less super
human sporting events. Asked
Hochberg, "How many fans will
go out to a Capitals-Rockies
game when the RangersCanadians telecast is being
shown?"
Hochberg called it "importation of more attractive
telecasts."
Simply translated it means
higher demand for the guys who
are doing the best.
And who is more deserving of
attacks of nerves than the
athlete? The athlete's image
reflects the products image
which creates the consumer's
image of the product. The consumer's image of the product
depends on his initial image of
~e athlete, explained Mullins.

Crossan paces win

The life span of an athlete in his
sport is limited. The life span of
an NFL running back is less than
six years. It's tough to get a contract renewed at the age of thirty
when your career hinges on youth
and agility according to Player
Agent Larry Muno. Gray hair is
not respected in professional
·
sports.
The professional athlete can't
choke. Low key amateurs are
allowed that, not the face that
smiles at you from a bubblegum
baseball card. Nerves are a
reality but reality is not in the
success cards of a professional
athlete's career.
Recently a Boston radio station
was hosting a sports call-in talk
show. The topic was Red Sox
baseball. Furious fans were
calling to lambast the teani for
their lack of success. They were
losing and the fans were
disillusioned. They did not wish to
support a losing team.
One day in Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, a young Tarheel
basketball fan ran around his
junior high school howling his · Determination and plenty of practice paid off for the wome~
support for the team. That night, volleyballers this weekend as they split with UMass and UVM.
they lost to Duke. The next day he (Nancy Hobbs photo)
was proclaiming his hate for the
team.
Said Gillette's Marketing Services Manager Richard O'Hearn. ·
"With superstars and fans, it is a ·
love/hate relationship."
What happened to sympathy?
"They're only human," said the
mother of the Tarheel fan to her
son.
The Morning Line staff took a beating this weekend as the "Old
Grad" won out with a 5-3 record. For the season, the "Old Grad" ,
is 1-2 against The New Hampshire's staff. His season total of .
contributions to the UNH 100 Club stands at two for 100 dollars.

SPORT SHORT S .
Morning Line

UNH harrie rs take tri-me et
By Bill Nader

The UNH cross-country team
evened its record at 2-1 with an
impressive 33-44-50 victory over
Boston University and Vermont at
BU's Franklin Park, Saturday afternoon.
What was expected -to tie a
tough meet tor UNH turned out to
be only a mere workout. BU and
UVM elected not to run their best
stock so UNH coach John
Copeland countered by resting
Kevin Haddock and Dean Kimball who were still feeling the effects of the flu.
With each of the three teams
running below par, some of the .
prestige was taken away from
the contest.
For the second time in as many
tries it was the dynamic pair of .

Gary Crossan and Guy Stearns
finishing 1-2, this time in a winning cause. Crossan covered the
muddy five mile course in 24: 54,
while Stearns eased into second
at25:02.
Finishing third for the Cats and
eighth overall was John Demers,
two-time Yankee Conference
champion in the 600 yard run,
proving that he is more than just
a sprinter by covering the distan·
ce in such convincing fashion.
Demers' performance highlighted a UNH flurry which
had six of the next nine flnishers
wearing Wildcat uniforms in a
time span of only twenty seconds.
School was out for BU and
Vermont.
The only question remaining
was the margin of victory as ,

UNH had made short work of
their opposition.
"We responded very well after
our tough l~s at UConn and I was
especially pleased with Crossan,
Stearns, Demers and Rich
Kelly," Copeland said. "At the
one mile mark we were down by
twelve points and we were down
by eight after two miles but this
team has character and we never
quit."
URI will bring their team into
town Friday for UNH's home
opener scheduled at 4: 00. They .
are led by Tim Curtin, Mike
Gallogly, John McGill, John
Douglas, Garrett Mahoney and
Eric Griswold. It appears as a
close contest and the winner of
this .meet will be the team that
displays better ~verall depth.

Host Gordon College

Eagle s down Wildc ats, 2-0
Usually a finesse team, the
The Boston College Eal?les took tough BC defense ·and the fast
full advantage of their home field surface crippled UNWs controlled passing game and forced
to shut out UNH, 2-0, on Friday.
Tomorrow UNH will play Gor- them to play BC style.
Unfortunately, UNH wasn't as
don College here at 3: 00 on Lewis
Field. UNH has never lost to good as BC at fast breaking. UNH
players ran headlong into the
Gordon.
Eagle defense and lost the ball.
In last Friday's game, the Seldom did the team penetrate
Eagles used a fast breaking style ,the offensive quarter of the field
which was well suited to the long, and as a result UNH took only 13
narrow astroturf surface at shots during the game.
Alumni Stadium.
Several of these shots grazed
Long balls, pumped up to the the posts or the crossbar but, as
fast Eagle forwards from their coach Bob Kullen emphasized,
fullbacks and midfielders, were "we've got to convert if we're
flicked on with head or foot and going to win."
then charged upon by the entire
BC's first goal came twenty
front line. The effective strategy minutes into the game when a
Bums sailed
ts.

By George Hayner

across the goalmouth to teammate Charlie Brown. Brown beat
a UNH player to the ball and
volleyed it home.
In the second half a steady
downpour and another Eagle g~al
exacerbated UNH's problems.
The second goal came with ten
minutes left to play. BC freshman
John Carol beat UNH goalie Gordon Tuttle with a blast from 35
yards. "I wasn't expecting anything,'' Carol said after the
game. "I just hit the ball as hard
as I could.''
After the game UNH midfielder Patrick Udeh expressed
his feelings. "I still have confidence in our team," he said. "I
just hope we can swallow this loss
- it's another to...U one "

· Woinen's tennis
The UNH women's tennis team will open its home season today
when they host Bowdoin at 3: 30 at the field house courts.
UNH is currently 1-0 having breezed past Wellesely College last
week.

, Field hockey
The UNH women's field hockey team will be in action today as
they host Bowdoin at 3: 30 on Memorial Field. The women are 1--0
on the season so far, having drubbed Harvard, 3-0, last Thursday.

Athletic tickets
Students planning on attending Saturday's football game
against Dartmouth will need their athletic ticket to do so.
If you haven't picked up your ticket yet, you have until seven
o'clock Friday evening. After that, you'll have to pay for the Dartmouth game.

Baseball downs St. A's
After sitting through a rain-soaked Saturday afternoon, the
UNH baseball team came up with two wins over St. Anselm's, 5-2
andB-2.
In the first game, senior Terry Williams and his relief, Charlie
.
·
Jones, split the pitching duties.
In the second game; starter Tom O'Shea had the win with relief
from Andy Adams and Bill Hogan. Tom Salanro went four for six
in the two games.

SPORTS ON CAMPUS
It's a full fledged weekend for Wildcat fans as every day is
graced with a home match in some sport.

FOOTBALL: Dartmouth, Saturday, at Co-w~tl Stadium, 1:30.
TENNIS: Men - UMass, Wednesday, Field House courts, 3:00;
Women - Bowdoin, Tuesday, Field House courts, 3:30. At
'
Springfield, Thursday, 3: 00.
SOCCER: Gordon College, Wednesday, Field House, 3:00.
BASEBALL: at St. Joseph's, Wednesday, 1:00. At St. Anselm's
.
·
Saturday (DH), ll:OOam.
CROSS-COUNTRY: Men - URI, Saturday, Field House, 11:00
am; Women - at UConn Huskie Invitational Tourney, Saturday,
3:30.
FIELD HOCKEY: Bowdoin, today, Memorial Field, 3:30.
Boston University, Friday 3:30.
VOLLEYBALL: Providence, Thursday, Field House, 6:30. At
Central Connecticut Tourney, Saturday.
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BU, rain soak Wild cats, 41-2 8
Defense hapless as
Terrier offe:rlse rolls
By Tom Lynch

"It's obvious to me that we
came down here overconfident.
We thought BU would roll over
for us. Well, they didn't."
UNH head coach Bill Bowes
looked down at his wet white
cleats and spoke quietly in a dark
hallway in Boston University's
Case Center Saturday afternoon.
The BU Terriers had just completed a 41-28 annihilation of the
Wildcats on the rain-soaked carpet at Nickerson Field. Not since
1974 had an opponent run up such
a score against UNH.
The Terrier rout was "surprising,'' Bowes said, ''but I
could see it happening during the
game. We played about as badly
on defense as we could possibly
play."
BU dominated the game
throughout, but particularly in
the first half when it scored on
each of its first five possessions.
Quarterback Jim Jensen and tailback Mal Najarian combined to
give the Terriers a 17-0 lead in the
first quarter.
Najarian carried six times on a
50-yard drive to set up a Jeff
Pelin field goal. On the next
drive, Jensen passed to flanker
Neil Boron on second and goal for
a 10-0 advantage.
On the first play after the ensuing kickoff, UNH tailback Bill
Coleman fumbled at the UNH 14.
Three plays later Jensen scored
on a keeper.
The score was 27-0 before the

Wildcats finally came up with
points of their own when Jim
Quinn rolled in from the five.
If it were still a question, the
outcome was decided on the
~~QR<i-b.aJJ kickoff. Art Illman's
kick was taken by Dan Delia at
the 15..Delia weaved through the
coverage, tripped over a pair of
fallen tacklers, but regained his
balance and scored, 34-7.
"That return was a critical
point in the game,'' said BU
coach Rick Taylor. "That made it
a helluva different ballgame."
"After the first half, I thought
we could move the football against
them," Bowes said, "and then
they ran back the kickoff. It just
didn't seem like it was supposed
to be our day."
In a perverse sort of way, the
game was a defensive struggle.
UNH gained 495 net yards on offense, while BU picked up 357.
The difference was that BU's defense was able to stop the Wildcats when it had to, while UNH's
couldn't hold the Terriers.
"We just couldn't stop them,"
Bowes said. "We didn't attack,
we didn't tackle, we didn't do
anything right."
If UNH did nothing right, BU
did nothing wrong. The Wildcats
fumbled four times (lost three)
and had three passes intercepted.
Despite the steady rain, BU fumbled only once (which a Terrier
recovered) and threw no interceptions.
After the game was out of

Wildcats Peter Bergeron (29) and Mike Marchese (68) give BU running back Dave Rutherford a
rough landing during UNH's 41-28 loss, Saturday. Coming in to help is number 23 Ron Mac'
Donald. (Gerry Miles photo)
reach, the Wildcats scored three
times. Coleman scored on a 14yard run in the third period and
Dave Loehle made another of his
almost-standard circus catches
for a touchdown early in the
~
fourth.
Once the first teams left the
field in the last quarter, the "B"
teams battled to a 7-7 tie. A 25yard completion from UNH's

rushed for 107 vards on 16
carries, by far the best performance in the game... The UNH
coaches now face the task of getting the team ready for Dartmouth, which was u~t by Princeton Saturday. "We re not as bad
as we looked out there today,"
said Bowes. "The important
thing is to make the kids realize
it."

Doubles teams lead the way

the new hampsh ire

spo rts

Denis Stevens to Paul Hinch with
34 seconds to play, accounted for
the final score.
Wildcat Notes: Among the
bright spots for UNH was the
passing of quarterback Tom
Leavitt. The Vermont senior had
his third impressive game in a
row, completing 15 of 29 passes
for 263 yards, but threw three interceptions ... Tailback Jim Quinn

Netme n surpri se at ECAC s
By Larry McGrath

UNH's men's tennis team got a
much needed shot in the arm this
weekend, as they proved to be the
surprise team of this year's
ECAC Divison II Tournament,
finishing 12th out of 32 schools.
The tournament was held in
Princeton because of weather
conditions (Ryder College, the
original site had only outside
courts at their Lawrenceville,
NJ, campus).
The boost in the Cats' confidence couldn't have come at a better
-- time, as the Minutemen of UMass
invade Durham on Wednesday.
Coacp Bob Berry juggled his
line-up to emphasize his double
teams play. This strategy paid off
as both Wildcat tandems made
their presence known.

,...

"I decided to stress the doubles
play because in my estimation
they have been our team's
strength from the beginning,"
said Berry.
The two top single seeds at URI
teamed up in Princeton to form
an effective combination.
Bill Morrell and Mike Lyness
complemented each other nicely
advancing all the way to the
semi-finals.
After a shaky start (they led
the first set 4-0 before losing)
Morrell and Lyness got by Westchester State 6-7, 6-4, 6-3.
UNH then got a break advancing through the quarterfinals
when St. John's defaulted due to
an injury in an earlier match.
Morrell and Lyness then stole
ten straight games from their

1W omen volleyh allers
split at UMass

Cross-country runners Beth Clarke (foreground) and Linda
Schneider run stride-for-stride through the college woods
during UNH's trouncing of Bates College last week. The
women's team sports an experienced and enthusiastic squad in
this, their third year as a varsity sport. (Nancy Hobbs photo)

The l.JNH volleyballers opened their season by soundly
defeating UVM but succombing to host UMass in a tri-match
Saturday, in Amherst.
UVM lost two straight to the Wildcats 15-6 and 15-8, while
UMass was given a good match by the Wildcats 13-15, 15-5, and 715.
"I was pleased," reflected coach Jane Job, "but also disappointed that we didn't take both matches."
Job cited Mary McNamara and Iris Rauscher for their spiking
up front while Paula Casey and freshman Jean Campanelli added
fine defensive efforts in the back row.
The contest against UMass was the Minutemen's sixth of the
year as opposed to UNH's second.
"I was very impressed with the composure of the team
although we should have won," said Job.
So, UNH will work out the bugs and look ahead to meeting·
Providence College Thursday at 6:30 at the field house.
BOSTON NEARY

~

~

semi-final opponent, third seeded
Iona.
But, Iona dug in and rallied,
while losing 0-4 in the second set
to overtake UNH, 7-6, and even
the match.
Yet, just as the New Hampshire onslaught seemed stifled
Morrell and Lyness regained
their poise to eliminate Iona in
the last set, 6-4.
It took top-seeaed Boomsburg State to stem UNH's
gathering momentum, 6-4, 6-4.
The number two doubles team,
made up of freshman Jerry
Thayer and senior Jim Cobban
picked up their predecessors cue.
This pair, very imp~ive against
URI last week, continued their
solid play.
After cruising past Mt. St. ·
Mary's 6-4, 6-2, they sputtered a
bit before dispatching Lafayette
4-6, 6-2, 7-6 in a touch match.
Facing Lehigh in the quarter
finals, Thayer and Cobban fought
and scratched valiantly until
finally succumbing 6-4, 3-6, 6-7.
The last point coming on a tiebreaker (5-1).
Berry's face was beaming with
obvious pride as he remarked,
''It gives the kids and I great
satisfaction to come out of
nowhere, so to speak, and go so
far, we really surprised some
people.
"The doubles players notched
the wins but our two singles
players played excellent tennis
as well."
Eddie Kolnaski and Peter
Quinn both drew tough opening
assignments but played well.
Kolnaski, a senior, lost to number four seed Jeff Brooks of Iona
in his openingmatch, 6-3, 6-0.
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